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Record store told to remove 'offensive1 poster
by Bill Swain
news editor
The City of Clemson Police Department
has told Manifest Discs and Tapes to remove
a promotional album poster from its window,
according to Police Chief Johnson Link.
"He (Link) came down here and told me to
take it (the poster) down," Manifest Manager
Mike Morris said Monday.
The album cover in question is the latest
release from Los Angeles heavy metal group,
Jane's Addiction, "Ritual De Lo Hbitual."
Link said his office received a complaint
over the weekend and he did send one of his
officers to the store to ask the management to
cover "an area of the poster that did expose
the pubic area of some individuals as well as

some breasts."
Monday morning Link made a second
visit to the store. He said the covering put on
the poster over the weekend had fallen off
and he told Morris to put it back on. In
addition, Link said that if he were to display
the poster inside the store, he must also cover
certain parts of it.
"Community standards come in to play,"
Link said. "I'm trying to work with them on
this." He said it is within his authority under
the State of South Carolina's obscenity statutes./
,Carl Singmaster, the owner of the four
Manifest stores in the state, said he does not
/"feel that any government official has any
business telling us what we can or cannot
display in our store."

In his opinion he said "anyone who clearly
looks at that poster can determine very quickly
that is a piece of art. It is not a depiction of
human nudity. I don't understand this officer's
concern."
However, he did say that if members of
the community complained about the poster
he would take it down. Only one complaint
was filed with the police department.
Singmaster added "one complaint in a community the size of Clemson, to me, does not
seem to indicate the majority or an outrage or
consensus."
In fact, after removing the poster the store
had more people complaining "that we were
giving in," Morris said.

see POSTER, page seven
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Organizations
day provides
opportunity to
get involved
by Amy Henderson
staff writer

by Bill Swain
news editor
The annual organization day
brought the annual flight of the
Cessna.
That's right, the plane in the
grass outside the Loggia Monday was flown in and not driven
in by ground transportation.
At approximately 8:30 a.m.
Monday morning, University
pilot and Aero Club co-adviser
Heyward Douglass, landed the
four seat Cessna 172, owned by
the Clemson Aeronautics Club,
on highway 93 in front of
Thornhill Village.
"There's more pavement out
there than at the runway,"
Douglass said. "The biggest
thing is there's not much margin
on either side."
Douglass said he has flown
the plane in for organizations
day on and off for the last 12
years.
The aero club worked with
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the State Aviation Administration, local and
campus police to close the roads
and be permitted to land in an
area other than at an airport,
Douglass said.
John Leaphart, the club treasurer, said he started sending

Chip East/senior staff photographer

Da plane, da
plane!
Left, aero club adviser,
Heyward Douglass
lands the club's Cessna
172 to be put on display.
Student organizations
look to recruit a few
new members (above).
Members and officers
of dozens of groups
took the time to display
what their club has to
offer.

see LANDING, page seven

Kevin TaylorThead photographer

Parent's Day events begin tomorrow
This weekend 4000 parents plan
to attend the football game versus
Appalachian State and participate in
Parents' Weekend '90 activities.
Sponsored by the Clemson Alumni
Association, this year's fifth annual
Parents' Weekend begins today with
registration at the Alumni Center from
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Parents are invited to take a walking tour of the campus beginning at
10:00 a.m. in 103 Tillman Hall.
"What's Going Up?": A look at
Clemson University's Strom
Thurmond Institute begins at 11:00

»G

This album cover is in question.

Aero club
lands plane
in street

by Kelt L. Walker
assistant managing editor
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a.m. "Frozen Delights": the University dairy plant tour begins at 11:00
a.m. also.
Dr. Max Lennon will give a State
of the University Address at 1:00
p.m. in Tillman Hall Auditorium. Dr.
Jerry Reel will follow with "Clemson
History."
College of Architecture open
house and tour begins at 2:30 p.m. in
Lee Hall Gallery. Also in Lee Hall.
"C.U. in 3-D":a demonstration of
computer design of the campus is at
3:00 p.m.
"100 Years of Memories in the
Newest Building on Campus" begins

see PARENTS, page seven

The Office of Student Development held its annual Organizations Day from 1:00 to
5:00 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 17.
Forty-two organizations
signed up to set up tables and
exhibits outside of the Loggia
in the Phantom Lot and along
the surrounding walkways.
With several unexpected
groups and a few no-shows, between 42 and 45 clubs were
represented. "Organization
turnout was down this year, but
the ones there did a fantastic
job," commented Greg Powell,
Chairman of Organizations for
the Office of Student Development.
Attending were professional
clubs and societies, media, political, and religious organizations, sports and special-interest
clubs, the University Union and
Student Government.
Displays informed students
of the organizations' purposes
and activities, and attracted new
members.
Exhibits included candy,
sweatshirt and button sells, cars,
fencing matches, tents, kayaks,
condoms, rocks and plenty of
people giving information about
see EXHIBITS, page seven

Student Government survey looks for student input
by Bill Swain
news editor
The results of the Student Government survey conducted in the
last election are in.
Of those that voted in the election, only 35 percent participated in
the survey. Director of Research
and Development for Student
Government Cabinet, Debby
Connelly, said the reason why the
turnout was so low was because the
survey was separate from the ballot.
Also, not all of the questions
were answered. Connelly said this

was because several of the questions were not yes and no answers,
some required writing out an opinion.
Of the questions answered, almost 30 percent approved of the
way block seating was being done.
"I was surprised so many people
approved of it because we had so
many people call and complain
about it," she said. Sixty-one percent
surveyed said they wanted to go
back to using the activities cards.
Another big issue Student Government is currently researching is
the prospect of publishing teacher

evaluations. The survey said 58
percent would purchase a booklet
of teacher evaluations.
Connelly said that she has called
other schools to find out the success
of the program. The University of
North Carolina is currently printing
their first issue of teacher evaluations. UNC is including articles
written by students about the most
popular classes and teachers. "It's
kind of like a newspaper," she said.
The survey also included questions regarding legal aid assistance,

see SURVEY, page seven
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Bookstore pricing explained
by Susan Biggers
assistant news editor

I need a job!

Marianne Milazzc/otafT photographer

Recruiters from Arthur Andersen Consulting talk to Clemson students during Career Expo Wed. The Expo was sponsored by Delta
Sigma Pi, Student Government and the Career Center. Ninetyseven companies were represented at the Expo this year. "It's just a
chance to meet your future employer," according to Dan Askins,
vice president of the expo for Delta Sigma Pi.

The cost for new and used
books, along with the amount the
bookstore purchases used books
from students, is based on the current retail price for that particular
book which is set by the publisher,
said Tony Craft director of the
University Bookstore.
If a student bought a book and
the retail of it went up and the
bookstore bought the book from
the student, then the amount the
student would receive is based on
the current retail price, said Craft.
" We don't pay 50 percent of
what a student paid three semesters ago. We pay 50 percent of the
current retail," he said.
The used book price is based
on 75 percent of the current retail.
Craft said that this is the price that
the student receives when the
bookstore buys it back and also
what the new retail of the book is
based on.
The University Bookstore is
self supporting and does not receive state funds. Craft said any
improvements made within the
bookstore or salaries that must be
paid come out of revenue generated by the bookstore. Even though
it is set up as a profit based organization most university bookstores lose money on new books,

he said.
"We have a 20 percent markup.
When you count the various overhead costs, such as salaries or
freight rates, the national average
cost to sell a new textbook is 23
percent. On average, we're operating on a three percent loss on
new books nation wide," said
Craft.
He added that used books are
one example of how the bookstore
is able to break even because there
is no freight charge as with new
books.
The freight rate of new books
depends on factors such as the
size of the books and the distance
they must be shipped over.
Craft said that they have had a
lot of problems this semester concerning a shortage of books but
hope to improve their services with
the installation of a new system.
The system that had been utilized
in the past was not intended for a
bookstore operation.
Craft said "it came to the point
where the system could not handle
the load that we had. It lost about
a third of our book orders this
semester and we weren 't aware of
it until ten days before classes
began."
He added that the new system
should provide a drastic improvement in services for textbooks for
the spring semester.

Senators begin year Clemson House opens free meetwith Atlanta retreat ing rooms for student groups
by BUI Swain
news editor
The annual senate retreat was
last weekend to "allow senators to
get to know each other," according to Senate President Greg
Horton.
The plan included a weekend
at the Travel Lodge just outside of
Atlanta. "It went well this year
because Atlanta is far enough away
to get away from Clemson and
wouldn't have people driving back
and forth but it wasn't so far that it
was a grueling trip," Horton said.
Monday night was the first
meeting of the entire senate. Topics included reports from the
president's cabinet, constituency
meetings and moving the time of
next week's meeting up one hour
to 6:00 p.m. because of the Homecoming pageant.
While there they went over
Roberts Rules or Order and "the
nuts and bolts of writing a resolution and constituency interviews,"
he said.
Also a plus, Horton said, was
the total cost of the retreat was
$400-500 under budget.
This year's senators are Jennifer Hughes, Agricultural Sciences; Fulton Harley, Andrew
Bamett, Architecture; Mia Evans,

student senate
Jay Link, Les Meadowcroft, Marci
Fuentes, Andrew Brown, Bryan
Blackwood, Mark Turner, Chad
Beaty, Dan Holloway, commerce
and Industry; Laura Benston,
Andy Youngblood, Barbra
Gadecki, Education; Chinetta
Camp, Scott Stadalsky, Vaughan
Schmidt, Jeff Lindsley, John
Preston, David E. Davis, Wade D.
Lewis, Mark Golla, Engineering,
Dow Welsh, Forestry and Recreation; Carl Lund, Steve Dunlevy,
Ann Barton, Dana Hollings worth,
Liberal Arts; Alan Todd, Nursing; Drew Hall, Tim Grant, Jim
Ellison, Sciences; Jay Hayden,
Laraine Orfanedes, Senior Class,
Steve Hammett, Jason Elliot, Junior Class; Julie Althoff, Mandy
Cook, Sophomore Class.
Appointed senators are Mitch
Mitchel and David Chango form
the senior class, Kelley Eargle and
Cris Saranko for the junior class,
Susan Eargle, Tom Gressette and
John McKenzie for the sophomore
class, Lisa Probstein, Trip
Muldrow, John Veazy and from
the freshman class. Others include
Kevin Martin as chaplain, Tina
Localeli, parliamentarian and
Miranda Knapp, senator at large.

by Bill Swain
news editor
Three rooms have been made
available for student organizations
for meetings free of charge.
Penny Hall, associate director
of conference and guest services,
said two new rooms were built
this summer and one current
function room, "that's actually
rentable space," are now available
for meetings and conferences for
recognized student groups.
"All of our rentable function or
meeting space, the ballrooms and
three seminar rooms, are all available to student groups but they are
on a reserve and payment basis,"
she said.
She said the purpose of the
new rooms was to give students
the opportunity to use the rooms
without payment. "We realize that
meeting space for student orga-

The University's Wellness
Center is issuing the "Slim-down
Challenge" to all faculty, staff and
students from Sept. 24 to Nov. 2.
This six-week weight loss program is a competition among teams
of five people who will lose as
much weight as they can during this
period. Points will be given for the
amount of exercise done each week,
pounds lost, and weight maintenance if a team member reaches his
standard weight before the end of
the six weeks. The points will be

tallied at the end of the period, and
a winner declared.
"The competitors in the last
challenge lost a total of more than
600 pounds," said Ron Alexander,
wellness director.
Teams can register at the Nursing Center Sept. 24, 8 a.m. - 4:30
p.m., and Sept. 25, 1:30 p.m. - 4:30
p.m. Registration fees are $5 per
person and $25 per team. Starting
Sept. 27, weekly weight loss seminars will be held at noon on
Thursdays. The final weigh out
will be held Nov. 2.
For more information., contact
Alexander at 656-5479.

around to suit the needs of the
group as long as it does not leave
the room.
If a group wishes to utilize ARA
catering, Hall said groups should
plan to use the Greenlee room
because it is attached to the
kitchen. Food may be served in
the other conference rooms but
approval is needed from the
management, she said.
Reservations can be made up
to one month in advance "to be
able to protect the availability to
as many student groups as possible," Hall said.
For reservations a group need
only call 656-2082 or for more
information they can call Penny
Hall at 656-4406.
"We just hope that a lot of
students groups, once they find
out we're up here, will come up
and use our rooms," Hall concluded.

FYI!
Then and now
If you think 18-cent-a-gallon gasoline
sounds cheap, just remember what else
you could buy 50 years ago:

Wellness Center to sponsor
'Slim-down Challenge'
by Robin Bedenbaugh
staff writer

nizations is at a premium," she
said.
The rooms are located where
the old South Lobby used to be.
Three rooms were built in its place.
One is the Southern Bell presentation room and the other two are
conference rooms A and B.
The rooms are 525 square feet
each and the door between them is
portable so one large room can be
made.
Hall said that the rooms can
accommodate 20-25 people comfortably. Fire codes have not yet
been set for the rooms. "We don't
feel more than 20-25 people
should be in there (at one time),"
she said.
One of the reasons why the
rooms can be offered at no cost is
the set-up is a standard "conference" style with eight-foot tables
with chairs around them. Hall said
that the furniture can be moved

Average prices

A five-bedroom hou:
2V2 acres overlooking
the Potomac River near
Washington D.C.
$7,500
$500,000
6,567% increase

A pound of
ground beef
15C
$1-44
860% increase

A copy of the
Des Moines Register
3*
35«
1,067% increase

U.S. worker's
annual earnings
$1,500
$23,700
1,480% increase
'
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Around the world
International news
GORBACHEV WANTS A
LAND VOTE:
Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev on Monday urged that
the right to own land be voted on by
the people. Gorbachev told parliament that the people had the right to
vote on the issue. Deputies are
scheduled to vote on the plan this
fall. Selling government-owned
property is a key element in a radical economic plan to help transform
the crippled Soviet economy.
CRACKDOWN IS A LICENSE
TO KILL:
A new South African police
crackdown on black faction fighting amounts to a "license to kill" for
security forces, African National
Congress leader Nelson Mandela
said Monday. He said the ANC's
national executive committee would
discuss police measures at an urgent
meeting Tuesday and hinted it could
call for supporters to arm themselves.
DUGAN FIRED FOR COMMENTS:
Gen. Michael Dugan was fired
Monday as Air Force chief of staff
after public comments about plans
to bombard Iraq and personally
target President Saddam Hussein.
"He showed poor judgement at a
very sensitive time," Defense Secretary Dick Cheney said after firing
Dugan, 53, in the post only since
July.
SALVADORAN FIGHTING:
The Salvadoran military said 25
soldiers and leftist rebels were killed

or wounded in weekend fighting.
Guerrilla radio reported that the
rebels caused 208 army casualties
in a week.
BONGO LEADING ELECTIONS:
Early official results in Gabon's
first multi-party parliamentary
election showed a lead for the ruling party of President Omar Bongo.
FIGHTING IN LIBERIA CONTINUES:
Soldiers loyal to slain Liberian
President Samuel Doe doused
buildings in Monrovia with gasoline, setting huge fires that burned
out of control, reports from the
Liberian capital said. "No Doe, No
Liberia. No president, no capital,"
the soldiers chanted.
THATCHER IN PRAGUE:
British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher, visiting Prague, said she
supported Czechoslovakia's eventual entry into the European Community.
BRITISH OFFICER SHOT:
A suspected IRA gunmen shot a
British Army officer outside a rer
cruitment office in Finchley, north
London, a news report said.
OLYMPIC HOST CHOSEN
TUESDAY:
The International Olympic
Committee, meeting in Tokyo,
chooses the host for the 1996 Summer Games Tuesday, and the race
intensifies among seven cities
seekingthe 1998 Winter Olympics.
The IOC casts that vote 10 months
from now in Birmingham, England.
Contenders: Salt Lake City; Aosta,
Italy; Jaca, Spain; Nagano, Japan;
Oestersund, Sweden; and Sochi,
Soviet Union.

National news
IRAQ WARNS USA OF ATTACKS:
Iraq warned the USA on Thursday to watch out for terrorist attacks. The White House countered
it would hold Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein personally responsible. Iraq leveled the threats transmitted in a letter to the chief
U.S. diplomat in Baghdad - over
what it called U.S. "crimes" and
"insults" against Arab and Islamic
nations.

EDOZIEN ELECTED MONARCH:
North Carolina nutrition professor Joseph Edozien, 65, is the
newly elected monarch of Asaba,
Nigeria. Asaba is a 1,600-squaremile region on the Niger River.
Edozien was the unanimous choice
of the five tribal councils in the
area. Edozien is a member of the
Ibo tribe and is of royal lineage. His
grandfather and uncle were Asaba's
previous kings. Rulers serve for
life.

said Thursday in Moscow.
Mosbacher, who met with Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev, said
he was told "chances were excellent" that the Supreme Soviet would
pass laws liberalizing emigration.
WALESA SAYS HE CAN WIN:
Solidarity's Lech Walesa says
he is convinced he can win election
as president of Poland. "If I run I
will surely win," Walesa said in
Gdansk. Walesa stopped short of
announcing his candidacy, however.
TENSION IN KASHMIR:
Tension is likely to rise between
India and Pakistan in the next few
weeks over the disputed region of
Kashmir, Pakistani army officials

Sept.
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BAN OVERTURNED IN NEW
YORK:
A New York state appeals court
overturned a lower judge's controversial order blocking publication
of the book "By Way of Deception:
The Making and Unmaking of a
Mossad Officer," being published
in the USA by St. Martin's Press.
Victor Ostrovsky, 40, was a Mossad
officer in the 1980's and was privy
to the agency's major workings.
The book is still banned in Canada.
MOSBACHER IN MOSCOW:
Soviet officials appear ready to
lift restrictions on emigration from
the USSR, a prerequisite for receiving "most favored nation" trade
status with the USA, U.S. Commerce Secretary Robert Mosbacher

21

24

Page 3
said. (From the USA TODAY News
section.)
WRECKAGE FOUND IN ATLANTIC:
Rescuers found debris in the
Adantic Ocean southeast of Newfoundland that may be from a Peruvian plane that crashed Tuesday.
The Boeing 727 was carrying 16
people.
OUTBREAK OF ANTHRAX:
An outbreak of the disease anthrax in South Africa's premier
game reserve, the Kruger National
Park, has killed more than 300
animals. Park officials say the disease is reaching epidemic proportions.
CCopynght 1990. USA TODAY.'Appie College lnform*»» Network
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Cooper Library will hold its
first "Book Fair" today
and tomorrow from 9:00 a.m.
- 6:00 p.m.
Pump-it-up Friday Party.
Music, foodand good times
will be happening at the Union
Plaza today from 12:00 - 3:00.
Miss Homecoming Pageant
7:00 in Tillman
Auditorium.

27

As part of Environment
Awareness Week Jeff
Debonis of the Association of
Forest Service
Employees for Environmental Ethics will speak on
"Forestry Reform" at 7:30
p.m. in Lee Auditorium.

28

TIGERAMA. Pep rally at
7:00 p.m., 7:30 p.m. show.
Tickets are $1.50 in advance
and $2.00 at the gate.

HOMECOMING VOTING LOCATIONS

Harcombe
Loggia

Schilletter
Library

1990 Miss HOMECOMING CONTESTANTS
Darla Dean Watts
Elizabeth Michel Smoak
Kim Lannette Brown
Pamela Corrinna Kish
Amy Lynn Huffman
Elizabeth Allen Clayton
Felicia Jill Hitchcock
Wendy Rogers Blake
Paige Michelle Owen
Sonia Michelle Cunninigham
Susan Elizabeth Gant
Angela Joan Smith
Adrienne Michelle Felder
Donna Patricia Blakeney
Francine Yolanda Brooks

Rally Cats
Chi Omega
Gamma Gamma Sigma
Delta Gamma
Gamma Phi Beta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Byrnes RHC
Sigma Nu
Kappa Delta
Delta Sigma Theta
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Alpha
Manning RHC
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Phi Alpha

Kristen Lee Kramer
Candace Elizabeth Meadors
Lisa Ann Miller
Kelly Wilson
Julia Ann Lynch
Margaret Eden Johnson
Katherine Lynn Fitzgerald
Tabatha Martene Wilson
Mary Ann Boring
Ellis Elizabeth King
Stephanie Devore Bowie
Sybil Renee Hardee
Anne Louise Meunier
Lyn Hampton Purkerson

Catholic Students Assoc.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Delta Delta Delta
Alpha Delta Pi
Pi Beta Phi
Smith RHC
Young RHC
Lever RHC
BarnettRHC
Kappa Sigma
CU Cheerleaders
Mortar Board
Pi Kappa Alpha
Pi Kappa Phi

Vote on Thursday, Sept. 27
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Opinion
Editorial
(Community standard uncleai
While the city of Miami may have grabbed the national
censorship spotlight this spring with its ruling on the 2 Live
Crew's album, the city of Clemson is grabbing some local
attention with a recent "censorship" effort.
Last week, Chief Johnson Link of the Clemson City Police
told Manifest Discs and Tapes to remove a promotional album
poster, that he had received a complaint about, from the store
window.
The album in question is Jane's Addiction's latest release,
Ritual de Lo Habitual. The poster in question is an illustration
of a piece of pop-art on the album's cover that depicts three
"nude" statues.
In fact, the store manager covered up the parts of the poster
that he thought could be taken as offensive. This, however,
did not suffice for Chief Link.
Chief Link said "community standards come into play"
when making the decision for the store to remove the poster.
This leaves a couple of questions that need to be dealt with.
Do the residents of Clemson feel that the subject of the
poster is offensive or the medium in which it is presented?
Who determines the community standards for Clemson, a
minority of its residents or a majority?.
Pop-art is an art form that presents an idea, a subject or a
concept in an often unconventional form. While this form
may be unconventional, it is no less a form of art or is it any
less a form of expression.
It is, simply put, art. You can look at it and like it or dislike
it. Just because you may not like it or appreciate it, doesn't
justify you making an effort to have it removed from the view
of others who may be fascinated with it.
The cover of this album is a piece of art. It may not be a
painting by Michaelangelo or Andrew Wyatt but it is non-theless a piece of art and therefore should be recognized as a
creative expression of its composer.
Whether or not this picture is art is not important to the issue
of community standard. In fact by ordering the store to
remove the poster, Chief Link has helped Manifest dramatically increase the sales of the Jane's addiction album.
The community of Clemson is evidently geared toward a
student-driven economy. The residents of this town knew that
they would be living in a student oriented community when
they moved here. (There aren't too many people who are over
the age of 100 living in the Clemson area)
When the students make up roughly two-thirds of a community and contribute a major portion of their money to its
economy, how can they not be considered when forming its
standards?
Most of these students are legal age or close to legal age and
have been making independent decisions for a couple of
years. Why try to tell students what to see and what to hear?
A student who can walk into a local convience store and
purchase a "skin" magazine, isn't going to be very concerned
about a piece of art containing three nude statues hanging up
in the record store window. In fact, most students have
probably seen something "worse" in one of their school
textbooks.
In the future when decisions of "obscenity" are made, the
residents of the town of Clemson need to realize that they are
not the only parties to be involved.

National
Carolina needs lottery
In the upcoming elections, the people of South Carolina will
have a chance to elect some officials who are in support of a
state lottery.
In past years, the Palmetto State's image as the "buckle on
the Bible belt," has held true when the issue of a lottery is
mentioned.
The lottery has been seen as gambling and the possible
economic benefits of the lottery have been ignored.
Take a look at Florida. There were a great many more
winners than the few people whose numbers were drawn.
The schoolchildren and anyone who uses Florida roads will
appreaciate the additional funding created for these areas.
South Carolinians need to look at the Florida example.
After all, "Thank God for Mississippi," just doesn't cut it
anymore as far as education is concerned.
South Carolinians are also interested in lotteries as well
Just look at the business S.C. ticket delivery services did
before the lottery.
Why not create a lottery and keep the money in the state of
South Carolina where it can be put to good use.
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Basketball season is over permanently
Every athlete enters the sport of
his choosing knowing that a day
lies in his future when the demands
of the sport will outweigh the
abilities of his body. That day has
come for me and it is with extreme
sadness that I announce my retirement from the sport of basketball.
My efforts over the years have
probably gone unnoticed by most
and at times been the focus of jests
by others, but I did my best.
Don't worry, I doubt you have
ever seen me play. Probably never
seen me pull up for the three point
shot or take the hard foul. I'm just
an average-sized kid who never
possessed more than average speed
or average skills.
I got my start in the sport eight
years ago, playing for a young team
— the Panthers of Hickory Tavern.
At the start of my rookie year, I was
the sixth man — that first one the
coach looked to when a starter was
not performing. Halfway into that
season, I moved into a starting role.
I was primarily a defense-oriented player. I only scored six
points that season, but I did account
for quite a few blocked shots.
At the end of the season, I left the
Panthers for Raiders at Lauren s
District 55 High School and tried
out for the JV team. A victim of a
dusty gym floor, I spent the next
three years on the injured reserve
after falling and hurting both wrists.
That same year I became a two
sport athlete. I don' t know what Bo
knows, but I knew it was time to try
track.
I wasn't heavily recruited when
I graduated. In fact, I only looked

Managing
Editor

S. Dean
Lollis

I!

into one school — Clemson University. On my recruitment visit,
nobody gave me a baseball cap or a
ride to an airport, but I did get some
free stickers, a book about IPTAY
and a couple of cookies at the orientation dance. ,
On registration day, I signed a
contract to play intramural basketball. My first intramural season, I
got stuck with a team of people
whose egos barely fit in the big gym
at Fike. We suffered through four
slaughters before the last team we
were supposed to play chickened
out and we got the forfeit. I didn't
even get a chance to score that
season.
The next year, I joined my
roommate and some of his friends
on a team that was much better. We
even made it to the play-offs, but
couldn't advance beyond the first
round. I did break the curse I had
and dropped a three-pointer.
Then came the summer and my
career suddenly got better and then
dramatically got worse.
I was sentenced to study Money
and Banking first summer season
and in the process met Ricky Jones
of the Clemson Basketball team.

E. CHAMBERLAIN
editor-in-chief

DAVID

Rick helped me develop the touch
on a three point shot and it had
finally come around to being a decent weapon.
The last game of the first summer
intramural season, however, I
jammed my knee on a lay-up. A
couple of days later, the swelling
and pain disappeared, but little did
1 know the damage was much more
serious.
At the beginning of second
summer season, I made it through
the first couple of minutes of the
first game before hurting the same
knee again and this time, the pain
did not go away.
I ended up having arthoscopic
surgery and I must began physical
therapy to try to avoid reconstructive surgery for a torn ligament. My
doctor told me it is a career ending
injury in athletes, but according to
Redfern Health Center, I was fine.
I am going to miss nights like the
one I was Rick's teammate in 2-on2 basketball and we played until
1:30 a.m. in the quad. I'll miss the
thrill of warming up and playing an
intramural game. But most of all, I
will miss the feeling an athlete gets
whenhe makes that perfect play —
that one that is so hard to repeat.
Maybe there will be a time when
I feel safe enough about my knee to
shot a few baskets, but I never will
be the basketball fanatic I once was.
The old high tops and the old
basketball jersey are now slid to the
back of my closet as I push the sport
of basketball out of mind and out of
my life. I am sure that no one really
feels any sadness, except me I guess.
After all, it's the end of my career.

ANDY MARINO
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Speaking Out
Question:
What is your
definition of
offensive?

photos by Marianne Milazzo/staff photographer

Going against social norms Anything that creates anger An action which negatively If it aggravates my grandor morals; or when we have or resentment towards an- challenges my beliefs or parents, mildly annoys my
parents and I enjoy it.
the ball.
morals.
other individual.
John Lippard
senior

Tim Carroll
senior

Gene Garris
sophomore

Angela Pace
senior

Parking Services face endless problems
There have been several changes
this year to try and curb the parking
problems at Clemson.
The old commuter lot Cl near
Redfern Health Center was converted to an employee lot.
A new temporary commuter lot
of about 200 spaces, located by the
new East Campus housing project,
is scheduled to be completed some
time next week, said Bill Pace director of parking and vehicle registration.
However, after the completion
of the housing project the lot will be
provided to residents. Due to this, a
new 150 space lot behind Earle
Hall will be constructed.
Last year between July 10, and
Aug.31, 5,974 commuter decals
were issued in comparison to the
6,034 commuter decals issued
during the same time frame this
year, according to Pace.

SUSAN
BIGGERS

ASST.
NEWS
EDITOR
The difference between these
two numbers, 60, does not represent a dramatic increase in the
number of those students commuting. Then why is it so hard to find a
parking space in a commuter lot?
Others, today and in years past,
have recognized that a parking
problem exists at Clemson. In a
survey conducted in conjunction
with the Senate elections Sept. 9,
students expressed what they would
like to see student government ac-

complish.
Out of the 46 percent that responded, 23 percent said to improve the parking situation. Some
of their suggestions were to build a
parking garage, not allow freshmen
to have cars on campus, and to pave
the sidewalk on Perimeter road.
Over the course of last year, out
of the 2,900 freshmen, 2,000 were
issued parking decals. This number
includes both residents and commuters. It seems that not allowing
freshmen to have cars on campus
would be an excellent way to gain
a few extra parking spaces.
Unfortunately, the University
recognizes that such action can not
be taken since on campus housing
is not mandatory for freshmen.
Other universities that do not
allow freshmen cars on campus
have shuttle or municipal transportation which allows the freshmen

to get around. Clemson does not
have this type of system. A joint
study is soon to be conducted between the city and the University to
determine whether a possible
shuttle system that would intermesh
the city and the University is feasible.
I admit that trying to find a parking space can prove to be difficult
and can start the day off on a bad
note. Spaces are available though
in areas that may pose a lengthy
walk but shuttles run throughout
the day from 7:30 a.m. until 5:30
p.m.
Although the parking space one
may find is not always the most
convenient, this should not automatically condemn the parking
situation at Clemson.
Granted it does have its problems, the parking and vehicle registration administration recognizes

these problems and tries to help the
situation. For example, police patrol the commuter lots and have
information concerning the status
of the lots relayed to the University' s
radio station, WSBF.
Also, surveys were sent to 27
member institutions of the Southern University Group Data Exchange. It was designed to compare
parking facilities and policies of the
various institutions.
Clemson's annual parking decal
fee of $ 18 was reported as the third
lowest in a survey among the 17
southern
universities
that
respondedto the survey. North
Carolina was the highest at $282.
Personally, I would rather fight for
a parking space or catch a shuttle
instead of paying a couple of hundred dollars in registration fees to
fund the construction of more
parking lots.

College composition courses reduced to 'self-expression'
GEORGE F. WILL
WASHINGTON—At the University of Texas in Austin, as on
campuses across the country,
freshmen are hooking up their stereos and buckling down to the
business of learning they should
have learned in high school—particularly English composition.
Thousands of young Texans will
take English 306, the only required
course on composition. The simmering controversy about that
course illustrates the political tensions that complicate, dilute and
sometimes defeat higher education
today.
Last summer an attempt was
made to give a uniform political
topic and text to all sections of
E306. It was decided that all sections would read' 'Racism and Sexism,' ' an anthology of writings with
a pronounced left-wing slant.
The text explains that a
non-white "may discriminate
against white people or even hate
them," but cannot be called "racist." The book's editor, a New Jersey sociologist- sends her students
to make' 'class analysis of shopping
malls." "They a boutiquey mall
and a mall for the masses. I have

syndicated
columnist
them count how many public toilets
are in each, and bring back samples
of the toilet paper. It makes class
distinctions visible."
After some faculty members
protested the subordination of instruction to political indoctrination,
that text was dropped and the decision about re-casting E306 was
postponed until next year. But the
pressure is on for political content,
thinly disguised under some antiseptic course title such as' 'Writing
about Difference-Race and Gender."
Such skirmishes in the curricula
wars occur because campuses have
become refuges for radicals who
want universities to be as thoroughly
politicized as they are. Like broken
records stashed in the nation's attic
in 1968, these politicized professor
say:
America is oppressive, imposing
subservience on various victim
groups. The culture is permeated
with racism, sexism, heterosexism,
classism (oppression of the working class), so the first task of universities is "consciousness-raising."
This is done with' 'diversity educa-

tion," which often is an attempt to
produce intellectual uniformity by
promulgating political orthodoxy.
Such' 'value clarification'' aims
at the moral reformation of young
people who are presumed to be
burdened with consciousness" as a
result of being raised within the
"hegemony" of America's
"self-perpetuating power structure."
The universities' imprimatur is
implicitly bestowed on a particular
view of American history, a political agenda, and specific groups
deemed authoritative regarding race,
sex, class, etc.
This orthodoxy is reinforced-and
enforced-by codes of conduct called
"anti-harassment" codes, under
which designated groups of victims
are protected from whatever they
decide offends them. To cure the
offensiveness of others, therapists
and thought police are proliferating
on campuses, conducting "racial
awareness seminars" and other
"sensitivity training."
These moral tutors have a professional exacerbation of group tensions, to which university,
administrations contribute by allowing, even encouraging, the
Balkanization of campus life. This
is done by encouraging group identities—black dorms, women's cen-

ters, gay studies, etc.
The status of victim is coveted
as a source of moral dignity and
political power, so nerves are
rubbed raw by the competitive
cultivation of grievances. The more
brittle campus relations become,
the more aggressive moral therapy
becomes, making matters worse.
The attempt to pump E306 full
of politics is a manifestation of a
notion common on campuses: Every academic activity must have an
ameliorative dimension, reforming
society and assuaging this or that
group's grievance. From that idea,
it is but a short step down the
slippery slope to this idea: All
education, all culture, is political,
so it should be explicitly so.
And any academic purpose is
secondary
to
political
consciousness-raising. The classroom is an' 'arena of struggle'' and
teaching should be grounded in the
understanding that even teaching
English composition is a political
activity.
Recently at the University of
Michigan, a teacher's description
of a freshman composition course
said that writing skills should be
learned "in connection to social
and political contexts" so "all of
the readings I have selected focus
on Latin America, with the empha-

sis on the U.S. government's usually detrimental role in Latin
ADerican politics...damning commentary on the real meaning of
U.S. ideology...responsibility for
'our' government's often brutal
treatment of...." And so on.
This, remember, for a course on
composition. But, then, the teacher
is candid about sacrificing writing
skills to indoctrination:"Lots of
reading....Consequently, I will assign considerable (sic) less writing
than one would normally expect....''
On other campuses, writing requirements are reduced to the mere
writing of a journal, a virtually
standardless
exercise
in
"self-expression" that "empowers" students. This is regarded as
political liberation because rules of
grammar and elements of style are
"political" stratagems reinforcing
the class structure to the disadvantage of the underclass, which has its
own rich and authentic modes of
expression from the streets.
So it goes on many campuses.
The troubles at Texas are, as yet,
mild. But the trajectory is visible:
down. So is the destination: political indoctrination supplanting
education.
(c) 1990, Washington Post
Writers Group

f

Student reaction to Garland Lancaster s talk
I had the privilege last Friday
morning of hearing heterosexual
AIDS victim Garland Lancaster
speak to our psychology class about
his necessarily shortened, but courageous life and his plans to wed in
spite of his fatal illness. Enjoying
the good fortune of having already
lived a quarter-of-a-century longer
than Garland has at present, I do not
have to do battle between youth and
maturity. I was lucky enough to

letters
have had the time to be both impulsive and reflective, spontaneous and
disciplined, self-indulgent and abstemious. Thus I can both identify with Garland and entertain a
perspective on life different from
his.
To the standard wisdom, "the
unexamined life is not worth living",

Unitarian minister Robert Fulghum
(All I Really Need to Know I Learned
in Kindergarten) replied, "the examined life is no picnic, either." At
this moment, I thoroughly agree with
him. Under the weather from a
change of season cold, I judge life to
be difficult - medicated, examined,
or otherwise.
At Friday morning's talk. Garland Lancaster seemed to me to
represent a mixture of the medicated

and the somewhat unexamined life. my youth and I envy him his, howHandsome, ruggedly masculine, ever short.
Tomorrow my usual frame of
very attractive in his rugby T-shirt,
he appeared determined to remain reference will probably return, and
"the natural man" despite the ca- with my normal system of values I
tastrophe of his fatal illness. I -will question the wisdom of his
admire him for this, for blazoning a decision to engage in unsafe "safe
trail of passion to create meaning sex" with his physically fragile fiin his young life that will hopefully ancee, a decision that may carry her
extend to his last months and days. life away with his. But today I have
Today, in my fifties and down with deep respect for his courage.
Marguerite Kirsch
this cold, I remember the vitality of
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Chemical producers
to reduce emissions
©Copyright 1990. USA TODAY/Appk College
Information Network

WASHINGTON — Nine
chemical companies have voluntarily agreed to reduce cancercausing air emissions from 40 of
the most toxic plants in the country, EPA officials said Tuesday.
The companies promised to reduce toxic emissions at the plants
by 9.46 million pounds a year, or
nearly 83 percent, by December
1993. Nationwide, businesses
spew into the air 2.8 billion pounds
of toxic contaminants each year.
"This is an extraordinary voluntary effort, demonstrating that
EPA and industry can work cooperatively to address environmental problems," said Administrator
William Reilly of the Environmental Protection Agency.
A spokesman for one environmental group, however, said the
effort is just a small beginning.
"It's a small percentage of the
total, and seems to be a small
down payment on the reductions
these companies will have to make
under the new law," said David
Doniger, a senior attorney for the
Natural Resources Defense
Council in Washington, D.C.
Doniger referred to the new Clean
Air Act now being debated in
Congress, which if adopted will
require large reductions in toxic
emissions by the mid-1990's.
The plants are among 205 that
the EPA identified last year as
posing the greatest risk of cancer
to nearby residents. The reductions
will lower the cancer risk for
people of living and working near
the plants, although EPA officials
said they do not know by how
much.
The chemical companies in-

volved are: BASF, Dow Chemical, Exxon, General Electric,
Goodyear, Occidental Petroleum,
Reichhold Chemical, Texaco and
Texas Petrochemicals.
They will reduce emissions of
nine toxic and cancer-causing
chemicals including butadiene,
methylene chloride, carbon tetrachloride and ethylene dichloride.
The process that ended in
Tuesday' s agreement began in July
1989, when Reilly wrote to the
chief executives of the companies,
asking cooperation in voluntarily
reducing toxic emissions.
While Reilly hailed the plan as
a model of industry cooperation,
many firms were planning to reduce emissions anyway in anticipation of the new Clean Air Act.
Dow Chemical Co., for example, already had a plan to reduce
toxic emissions when EPA officials asked for the voluntary participation, said David Gustafson,
Dow's manager of air issues in
Midland, Mich.
Dow plans a multimilliondollar effort to install leak detectors on pipes and valves; capture
fumes from vents and from loading and storing operations. Toxic
fumes that cannot be captured and
reused will be incinerated,
Gustafson said.
"We consider our track record
on environmental performance as
one of continuous improvement,"
Gustafson said. "This certainly will
help improve the risk numbers."
The plan allows federal officials
to suggest ways to cut toxic pollution and sets a deadline for
compliance, agency and company
officials said. There are no penalties for non-compliance.

Political Science prof essor Middle East expert
by Craig C Kling
staff writer
Professor Martin Slann has
taught political science at Clemson
since 1968. He teaches several
classes including Soviet Politics,
Middle East Politics and Political
Terrorism.
Slann has an extensive background in history and political science. He received his Bachelor's
degree from the University of Miami in history.
After graduating from Miami,
he attended the University of Connecticut and earned his Master's
degree in political science. Finally,
he received his Doctorate degree at
the University of Georgia.
Slann was one of only four political science professors at Clemson University in 1968. He has been
a resident of Clemson since then.
During this time he has especially enjoyed watching the political science department grow.
According to Slann, "When I first
came here there were no political
science majors...now we have over
300 (political science) majors, and
many whom have gone on to do
very well for themselves in private
enterprise, the legal profession (and)
public service."
In addition, he has authored, coauthored or edited six books during

Marty Slann
his time here.
Slann' s position as a Middle East
Expert has led to his appearance in
several interviews with the local
news stations. He has given
"something over a half dozen" interviews regarding the crisis in
Kuwait, most with WYFF, Channel
4 from Greenville. According to
Slann, the interviews, "have been
fun" even though the interviews are
often live and require a "quick and
concise answer" to unpreviewed
questions.
Slann also gave a speech on the
Gulf Crisis to the Clemson University Young Democrats on Sept. 11.
In addition to teaching, Slann
also is the advisor for Clemson's

See YouAt Open
Mic Every Sunday
Night - No Cover!

Model U.N. The group consists of
Clemson students that travel
throughout the country to "simulate United Nations activities at regional and national contests, alonfe
with and along side schools from
all over the nation."
According to Slann, "It's very
rewarding and pleasant to watch
students develop a tremendous
amount of self confidence knowing
that they can get up and articulate
an important point or global issue
in front of dozens or hundreds of
their fellow students and do it with
confidence...they learn that they can
talk and hundreds of people will
listen to them."
In regard to the Middle East crisis
Slann said, "If you look at it rationally and apply western logic, you
cannot help but conclude that it is in
no one's interest to have a war over
there."
He went on to say " the biggest
mistake is to look at the Middle
East as a Westerner. To truly understand them you have to look at them
as a middle Easterner... which is
very difficult to do...They regard
the west as an evil entity, which
makes them extremely difficult to
deal with rationally.
I think this is a very big problem
for us. Since we are perceived as an
evil entity, there is very little room
for reconciliation or compromise."

Be Here Fridays
And Saturdays
Before 10:00 p.m.
And Receive $2.00

k

\
A private club for members
and their guests 18 years & over.

EVERY THURSDAY
7-10 P.M.
LADIES' LOCK-UP

FAMILY HAIRSTYLING
Downtown Clemson
654-6555

**

MALE DANCERS

**

TAKE ME TO THE ZOO AND TURN ME LOOSE

L

Welcome Back
"FUGAZY TRAVEL
BOOK YOUR HOLIDAY AIR FLIGHTS
NOW
THE EARLY BIRD GETS THE BEST
FALL AND SPRING BREAK
CANCUN - JAMAICA - CRUISES
LET US FLY YOU HOME CALL TODAY

We Buy Cans.

'Your first stop to anywhere in the world"

Clemson Redemption Center
356 Old Greenville Hwy.
Monday - Saturday
8:00 - 6:00
Can-Man Bob Beckham

654-3890 |

1103 Tiger Blvd.
Clemson, SC 29631
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LANDING, from page one
letters to the necessary agencies
at the end of July. It is against
FAA regulations and highway
department laws to land a plane
on a highway unless it's an emergency.
Law enforcement stopped
traffic for about 10 minutes to let
the plane pass. Leaphart said
one of the reasons the FAA approves the landing is the service
University Police provide.
"They've got it down to a sci-

ence," he said.
The reason the club goes to
the trouble to get the plane in for
organizations day is to let students know "it's not something
for the elite," he said.
"We want students to realize
it's a student club." He added
that the average person can get
his or her private pilots license
for about $2,000 through the club,
significantly lower than without
the club.

EXHIBITS, from page one
meeting times and places. There
were even boats, scuba gear and
an airplane.
According to Powell, the Aero
Club experienced trouble with
FAA regulations in getting the
Cessna 172 onto campus. The
group was finally allowed to land
the plane on Highway 93 where
the pilot taxied down the highway and cut the prop at Sikes
Hall. The plane was pushed from
Sikes Hall to the organization's
site.
"The plane was there two years
ago." Powell said "They wer,e
unable to do it last year."
Powell expressed his concern
for better advertising of the event

in the future. Many students
were not informed about it. He
said "52 percent [of the student
body] are off-campus students."
The exhibits were moved to the
"phantom lot" this year because
of its central location with more
student traffic.
Overall the students who
stopped by searching for University life outside of class found
opportunities for leadership,
competition, recreation and recognition no matter what their interests or career goals.
"The Whitewater and Outing
clubs got tremendous response...
more than ever before," Powell
concluded.

Page 7

POSTER, from page one
Along those lines he said that"
there are people who make it their
careers to complain about anything
they feel is not exactly what they
would like to perceive or hear."
He also feels that this act is a
waste of taxpayer's money to send
police to take the time to ask a store

to remove a poster from its window.
"It is an outrage that a public official, with the crime rates we have in
this country, would spend their time
poking through stores to determine
what posters should be displayed,"
Singmaster said.
When asked if he would follow

SURVEY, from page one
copiers, registration and Student
Government.
Forty-six percent of those who
answered the survey responded to
the question "What would you
like to see Student Government
accomplish?"

Twenty-five percent made suggestions directed towards Student
Government such as improve communications to the students, get the
administration to listen to students
and one said "keep up the good
work."

at 3:00 p.m. in Strom Thurmond Institute Auditorium.
Sponsored by Student Development,
Black Faculty Drop-In is at 3:00 p.m. in
the Bill Greenlee Room of the Clemson
House.
Dr. and Mrs. Lennon will host a
reception at the president's home from
4:30 to 6:00 p.m.
Tonight at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m., the

movie Dick Tracy" will be playing at
the YMCA theater. There is a $ 1 admission charge. "Night of Comedy with
Bertice Berry" starts at 8:00 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium. Later, Central
Spirit will sponsor a pep rally in the
Amphitheater.
A "Late Night Breakfast" will close
Friday night's activities at Harcombe
Dining Hall. The cost is $2.50 per per-

son.
Saturday morning at 11:00 a.m., the
Tiger Tailgate Lunch will be held on
Bowman Field. Over 1200 parents are
expected to attend.
Ending Parents' Weekend, the Phil
Giordano Orchestra will pertorm at 8:00
p.m. in Tillman Auditorium. Tickets
are $8 for the general public and $6 for
students,

See anything suspicious?
Gotta hot news tip?

1988 Seoul

1972 Munich

Parking and the alcohol policy
were also popular issues in the
survey.
Connelly said that more surveys are being planned for the
future on topics such as minority
issues and off campus housing.

PARENTS, from page one

Olympics profits
What recent Summer Olympic
sites netted, in 1990 dollars:
(in millions)

up on the issue of obscenity,
Singmaster said he would first need
to be served an official letter.
Link concluded by saying he
has not deemed the poster "offensive" at this point in time. An arrest
would need to be made before the
poster could be labeled "offensive."

Give The Tiger news staff a call...
656-2150

Note: Financial
information for
1980 Olympics in
1 q7fi
Moscow is unavailable. ' s'°

i
Mnntrpa
M n reai
° i

Source: U.S. Olympic Committee, IMF

Sam Ward, Gannett News Service
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The Tiger would like to get your opinion on campus medical
services. Please fill out this survey and return it to The Tiger,
Box 2097 through intracampus mail.
For more information, call 656-2150.
1) Do you feel campus medical sevices are adequate?
2) Have you ever had a problem with Redfern Health Center?

3) Has Redfern given you a wrong diagnosis and you later
found out it was someting much more serious?
Explain

JOIN THE TRADITION'
CLEMSON BOOKSTORE

4) What improvements would you suggest for campus medical
services?

Classes of 1990 & 1991
Order your Clemson University Class Ring!
October 2.3. & 4
Clemson Bookstore
9:00-4:30 $22.00 Deposit
95 Completed Credit Hours Required To Order

9

HERFF JONES

Optional in case you would like a further interview.
Name
Phone

The Tiger needs your input.
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\bu asked for a computer
price that wouldn't turn
your pockets inside out.
We heard you loud and clear.

It's true. We've made the IBM Personal System/2® as
easy to own as it is to use. And our special student
price proves it.* Plus, the IBM PS/2 Loan for Learning
makes owning one even easier.
The PS/2® comes preloaded with easy-to-use software including Microsoft® Windows™ 3.0. Just turn on
the PS/2 to tackle your papers, lab reports, graphics
and charts.
Also available are special prices on IBM and
Hewlett-Packard printers.

And if you buy before December 31,1990, you'll
receive a TWA' Certificate entitling you to a roundtrip ticket for $149**/$249** Plus a free
TWA Getaway® Student Discount Card application. You'll also get a great low price
on the PRODIGY® service.
STUDENT
Check out the IBM PS/2. With our
PRICE
student price, you'll be able to keep a
hand on your budget and a hold on
your pocket.

Call THE MIRCO CENTER at
656-3714 for Details!
Located in Poole Computer Center
•This offer is available only to qualified students, faculty, staff and institutions that purchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus locations Orders are
subject to availability. Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice. "Valid for any TWA destination in the continental U S or Puerto
Rico for travel September 16,1990, through December 19,1991, at the following round-trip fares: $149.00 round-trip for travel from September 16,1990, through June 14 1991 and
September 16,1991 through December 19,1991. $249.00 round-trip for travel June 15,1991, through September 15,1991. Seats are limited. Fare is non-refundable 14 day advance
purchase, blackout dates and certain other restrictions apply. Complete details will be shown on certificate. Applicants forTWA's Getaway Student Discount Card must be full-time
students between the ages of 16-26. ®IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Microsoft is a registered
trademark of Microsoft Corporation. TWA is a registered service mark of Trans World Airlines, Inc. TWA Getaway is a registered trademark of Trans World Airlines, Inc . PRODIGY
PRODO is a
registered service mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears. ""Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation
©6M Corporation 1990
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ALIGHT
The Phil Giordano
Jazz Orchastra

TWSPA and The Speaker's Bureau Presents:

BERTICE
BERRY

Kicks off the Cultural Arts Series

Comedian and Concertist

On Stage

Friday, Sept. 21

Saturday, September 22 at 8 p*m*

Tillman Auditorium

in Tillman Auditorium

Lecture at 4:30 - FREE
Concert at 8:00 - $1.00

$6 Students. $8 Public.

Central Dance & Concert Committe Is Happy To Announce:

^SMITHEREENS

At uJS^cL^^

Friday, Oct. 5 at 8:00 p.m. $14.50 Reserved Seating. Tickets On Sale At The Union Box Office

What's Flaying At The Y Theater?

Short Courses:
Don't Miss It!

Steel Magnolias
Thurs.-Sat., Sept. 20-22
7 8e 9:15 p.m.

r

$1.75
Weekend
atBernie's
Sunday, Sept. 16
7 & 9:15 p.m.

FREE With ID

Sept. 25 Fort Hill
Sept. 26 CPR
Oct. 3 Hammock Making
Sally
Dollv
Shirk)
Daryl
(Hympia
Julia
FIELD WRION MtfLAM HANNAH DUKAKIS ROBERTS

Next Week;
I Love You To Death
The Witches ofEastwiok-Clemson 's
Favorite Midnight Movlel

The Special Events Committee
\Nt nts You To Find The Football!
It's Still Out There,
With All The Players Signature On It!
Walk through the garden of
stones to a place where you'll
never be alone.
Also featuring:
Side Walk Art
September 20 & 21
On The Union Square Side Walk

$3
$20
$35

Sign Lip Now At The Union Information Desk

Overcome your fear of heights!
• Go with the Outdoor Recreation Committee
to an ultimate Ropes Course in N.C.
on Sunday, September 23. Cost is $20.
• Go Rock Sliding at Sliding Rock
on Sunday, September 30. Cost is $18.
Sign up at the Union Information Desk.

S Entertainment Presents:
_
Shady Grove Band
Impulse Ride
Saturday
Thursday
LCLCJCLI

Sept. 22 at 9 p.m.
$2 at Door

Sept. 27 at 9 p.m.
$2 at Door
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Cooper
Library to
hold book
sale this
weekend

AND IN THIJ
Terry
E.
Manning
Time-Out
editor

You lose more
than weight
when you diet
Everyone knows the positive
side to shedding a few pounds:
your blood pressure drops; you
look better; your self-image improves; you just generally feel
better. But there's a dark side to
losing weight, and it's starting to
get to me.
First, nothing fits. Unless you
have an income that will allow1
you to completely update your
wardrobe as the weight drops,
you are going to look like one of
those guys you went to high
school with who looked like they
were wearing their parents' old
clothes. Remember how popular they were?
They sometimes sat in the
corners of the cafeteria picking
their noses. I now know why.
They were simply absentmindedly contemplating, bemoaning the socio-economic
situations and failure to live up
to peer group pressures that
forced them into becoming fashion, and therefore social, outcasts. Either that, or they forgot
their lunch money and, well....
Second, you have to lose a
ton before anybody notices that
you've lost any weight at all.
Your disposition is well on it's
way to improving drastically
when you suddenly realize that
you're the only one who knows
that you've lost. The next thing
you know, you're waking up
face-down on a crumb-covered
plate where once stood a red
velvet cake. You curse man's
insensitivity to his fellow man
and grab that unopened box of
Little Debbie raisin cakes. Of
course, the next day everyone
notices that you've put on a
pound (or two).
Third, you always run into
people you knew before you put
on that final ten pounds that
forced you into a diet in the first
place. You have lost twenty
pounds, but you're still ten
pounds heavier than the last time
they saw you.
You know, you used to really
look good. But now you need to
lose some weight. Your hand
clutches the air, waiting for the
lightning bolt to materialize in
your grasp. KRAACKOW!
BOOM! You crave the a power
to banish them back into your
past. Instead, you chuckle and
murmur, "Yeah, I know."
Why do these people also
seem compelled to pat you on
your stomach? Do they think
you don't know exactly where
you 're bulging? And if you don't
know, do they feel it's their obligation to show you just where

sgfiaPiEXjjas

Christian Slater and Samantha Mathis star in "Pump Up the Volume"

'Pump Up the Volume' an
invigorating look at teen years
by Lee Smith
movie critic
In today's conformist society,
"Pump Up the Volume" is a scream
for individualism.
"Pump Up the Volume" is one
of those raw movies that looks at
our society and, without preaching,
i s able to point out something wrong.
Allan Moyle's screenplay focuses on the inner turmoil of young
people searching for their identity.
Moyle's screenplay touches on issues of depression and suicide,
homosexuality and censorship
without becoming weighted down
by social issues.
Christian Slater gives an excellent performance in the pivotal role
of Mark/Harry. As Mark, a shy introverted young man who feels
isolated in a new town and high
school, Slater's performance is
reminicant of James Dean's in
"Rebel Without A Cause". He emphasizes Mark's feeling of alienation by protraying him as always

movie review
walking with his head hung low
and his shoulders hunched. Mark's
inability to communicate directly
with people only enhances his isolation.
Through the use of a short wave
radio, Mark is able to hijack an
abandoned radio frequency. When
he broadcasts, Mark becomes the
vibrant, crude and radical Happy
Harry Hard-on. As Harry, Mark is
able to express his feelings,
thoughts, and doubts on any issues
that he wants to talk about.
Mark is disillusioned with society and as Harry he expresses this
by telling his listeners that they are
"living in an exhausted decade with
nothing to do and no one to look up
to". Mark is frustrated by the social
conformity expected of young
people, expectations that they
should get a job, have a date and be
accepted.
After the suicide of a student,
Harry examines why someone

would kill himself. He tells his listeners that pain is real and it' s a part
of living. Harry explains that it is
alright to be different and break
free of their confinements.
Slater's performance is heightened by a fine supporting cast. Ellen
Green gives a fine performance in
the limited role of Jan Emerson. Jan
is a sympathetic teacher who takes
a stand agaist the corruption of the
high school administration.
Samantha Mathis, with her short
hair and long black skirts, is a standout as the noncomformist Nora. It
is Nora's identity and it's her enthusiasm for what he has started
among the students that compells
her to urge Mark to continue his
show when he wants to stop. In the
end, it is Nora that helps Mark
break free of his personal confinement and find his voice.
"Pump Up the volume"
sucessfully stirs up emotions while
trying to inspire changes in social
attitudes in this extremely enjoyable
movie.

Settle into the new school year
with some good books at a good
price. Clemson University's
R.M. Cooper Library will hold
its first Book Fair "rain or shine"
Sept. 21-22, from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. each day.
"We'll definitely have something for everyone," says Steve
Johnson, chairman of the event.
Approximately 4,000 surplus
books will be available. Subjects
include fiction, science fiction,
literature, foreign language,
business and economics, physical science, life sciences, social
sciences, humanities, art & architecture, agriculture and horticulture, reference and miscellaneous.
"Anda 'collector's table' with
rare or unusual books will be a
special feature of the fair," Johnson adds.
Hardcover books will sell for
$1, paperbacks for 25 cents.
Profits from the Book Fair, which
is coordinated by library and
sponsored by Clemson University Foundation, will be used to
purchase new books and periodicals for the Clemson University Libraries.
Visitor parking will be available on Friday, Sept. 21 at
Littlejohn Coliseum, and the
regular shuttle bus route includes
a stop at the library. Parking will
be limited on Saturday because
of the Clemson-Appalachian
State football game.
"Since it's Parents' Weekend
at Clemson, we hope many students, parents and alumni will
take advantage of this opportunity," says Johnson.

Michael asks for chance to grow as artist
by Tuan Thompson
staff writer
Faith, an excellent proclamation
of maturity, separated George
Michael from the bubblegum phenomenon of Wham! However, he
was still accused of being just another commercial icon using sex to
sell (mainly due to the fact that
Faith spawned six top five hits).
After a two-year break from the
megaplatinum success of that album, and a tour of the same name,
Michael emerges from the depths
of pop philosophy with an album
that is completely uncharacteristic
of his video image. Listen Without
Pejudice Vol. / is an effort to explore the versatile side of his talents.
IntheSO's. Michael collectively
appeared on thirtheen top ten hits,
eight of which went all the way to
number one (a feat surpassed only
by Michael Jackson and Madonna).
But Listen's ten-sons collection

rmrwQmo<r burying-

father' s eyes/He' s a soldier waiting
for war/Time will come/He'll hold
a gun/His father's son."
Michael also uses Listen as a
Michael's commercial exterior to
expose an emotionally soulful ef- vehicle for explaining his earlier
florescence. The songs deal in depth image as a product of musical poliwith "real" life and life's cruel task tics. Two songs that stand out "Freedom 90" and "Waiting (Reof making painful decisions.
The opening track, and first prise)" are direct jabs at the music
single, Praying for Time, is a harsh industry and MTV in particular:
and cold look at the quality of life "We were living in a fantasy/We
that surrounds us. "And it's hard to won the race/Got out of the place/I
love, there's so much to hate/Hang went back home got a brand new
on to hope/When there is no hope to face/For the boys on MTV."
The next two lines and perhaps
speak of/And the wounded skies
above say it's much too much too the whole purpose of Listen, tells
lateAVell maybe we should all be how Michael is determined to
praying for time." This is an almost change that image, and become a
ironic song considering the recent respected artist: "But today the
events in Iraq, and the thousands of way I play the game has got to
soldiers currently praying for more change/Oh yeah/Now I'm gonna
get myself happy." Once known as
time.
But in reference to war, it doesn' t the "Video Boy," Michael has rehold a candle to "Mother's Pride" - fused to make a video for "Praya heart-ripping song about a widow ing" (Columbia/CBS Records,
that must watch her son go fight in without his consent, created a video
a war that killed her husband. by displayingthe words to the song
-Motffer'<r^nBPfllaby bafffffS' * Jgalnsi 'aTDfaiv screen^.- afio sees

album review

George Michael
not even appear in videos for other
songs.
Bare, George Michael's authorized biography written by Tony
Parsons, details personal ups, but
mostly downs, in his career and
personal life since the roots of
Wham! The agony of failed affairs
emerges on Prejudice. In an interview with USA TODAY Michael

• see PR£*i£>*€£f page-44*
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Hugo stikes Lowcountry
Reprinted from
September 29,1989
For a week at least, it was known
that Hurricane Hugo was on a collision fourse with the east coast —
somewhere on the east coast.
As Hugo neared, it became apparent it would strike between Savannah and Myrtle Beach. The
residents tried to brace themselves
and their homes. That was before
last Friday morning.
In the early hours of Friday
morning, Charleston — once the
"pearl" of South Carolina — and
the surrounding areas were struck a
blow by Hugo that will take years to
recover from.
"I have never seen so much destruction over such a wide area,"
said Eric Freshwater, University
senior. "We tried for over two
hours to get to the waterfront in
Charleston, but everywhere we went
the streets were blocked with
powerlines, trees and pieces of
buildings. Simply put it was one
hell of a mess."
"My mom said that it looked like
a warzone." said Amy Feagin, University freshman from Florence,
S.C. "Limbs and power lines were
everywhere and our yard was blown
away."
The destruction to Charleston

and the surrounding areas was estimated to be over $2 billion,
prompting President George Bush
to declare seven counties in South
Carolina disaster areas.
Fort Moultrie in Charleston has
been described by several sources
as "ground zero" of the hurricane,
but Charleston was not the onlyu
city to feel the wrath of Hugo.
Garden City was severely damaged
and Myrtle Beach experienced gale
force winds.
"Our house in Florence was only
slightly damaged," said Feagin.
"But all that was left of our trailer in
Santee was the floor."
Clean-up efforts began immediately and members of the National
Gaurd, moved in to provide help
and protection in striken areas.
"People were on the streets with
chainsaws only a couple of hours
after the hurricane had passed,"
Freshwater said.
The major damage of the storm
was felt on the barrier islands. Estimates on CNN have said that up to
fourteen houses on these islands
have completely disappeared and
many others have suffered severe
damage.
Many of the residents of these
islands have been unable to return
to check on their homes because of
the damaged roads and bridges.

Sunday, tempers were flaring
when angry residents of the islands
were demanding that the police allow them to go to their homes.
An article which appeared in the
The State Sunday said, "The Ben
Sawyer Bridge that spanned the
Intracoastal Waterway from Mount
Pleasant to Sullivan's Island could
be passable within a month, but it
may never again be open for boat
traffic."
The major damage came in the
form of no electricity. Early reports
have said that in some areas of
Charleston and the surrounding
regions electrical power would not
be restored for up to a month.
Hospitals have been given priority in receiving power, and last
Sunday, the first hospital went back
on line.
Communications from people in
the city to those coming to
Charleston has been to bring everything you need to survive. Water, ice, baby supplies and generally
everything necessary to human life
are in short supply. In addition,
there are no banks, supermarkets,
etc. working because of the power
shortages.
Upsate agencies as well as local
groups, including some on campu,
have been collecting food, clothing
and donations to aid the victims.

Miles from homes

Students ri<
by Dean Lollis
managing editor
Clemson University may be
located in South Carolina, but
the upstate region can seem like
thousands of miles away from
the coast when students' families experience an emergency at
home.
One such emergency for many
Clemson students came last
September when Hurricane
Hugo wreaked havoc on the S. C.
coast, continuing inland as far
as Columbia.
When news reports announced that Hurricane Hugo
was going to come ashore in
South Carolina, many Clemson
students—separated from their
homes and families—felt a wide
range of fears and anxieties.
Naturally, they were concerned
for the safety of their families,
homes and neighborhoods.
"An emergency like Hurricane Hugo usually has about the
same effect on a student who is
away from home as one who

had actually been there," says
Judith Haislett, director of
Clemson's Counseling Center.
"The students are not traumatized from experiencing the actual event, but they find it difficult to get through the time," she
says.
"They are anxious and want
to get home, but they would be
upset when they saw the damage."
For Clemson senior Dawn
Sheridan of Charleston, some of
those anxieties were relieved
because she was able to stay in
touch with her family from her
apartment in Clemson.
Dawn' s family decided to stay
in Charleston and ride out the
hurricane. "They had been
through hurricanes before, but
none had been this serious," she
says. "My mother now swears
she will never stay through another one."
Dawn called home every hour
until 1 a.m. on Friday, Sept 22.
She slept for awhile and then
awakened her family when she
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Small communities still paying
from News Services

e out storm
called again at 6 a.m.
"My family kept telling me
everything was all right, and they
later sent me pictures of the damage," Dawn says. "Even though
they lost power for two-and-ahalf weeks, their phone lines were
never lost.
"My roommate was not as
lucky. She could not get in touch
with her family until Sunday
evening."
Dawn went home two weeks
after the hurricane and was "awestruck" at what the hurricane had
done to her neighborhood. "The
piles of debris in the ditches were
eight feet tall," she says. "You
couldn't see the houses for the
debris; you could only see the
driveways."
After his neighborhood in
Irmo was spared from major
damage by Hugo, Clemson senior Eric Freshwater was
concerned for the safety of his
friends' families living on the
S.C. Coast. Eric and a friend
drove to Charleston early Friday
morriing during the hurricane.

"Once we started seeing the
trees fallen on the interstate outside of Columbia, I really became worried," Eric says.
"I have never seen so much
destruction over such a wide
area," he says. "We tried for
more than two hours to get to
the waterfront in Charleston, but
everywhere we went the streets
were blocked with power lines,
trees and pieces of buildings.
Charleston was a mess."
Eric was able to contact the
families of his friends and take
pictures of the damage that had
occurred to their homes, thereby
helping his friends to know their
families were safe.
Now, nearly a year after Hugo
struck South Carolina, Dawn
can still see the effects of the
hurricane.
"The debris has been cleaned
and our home has been repaired,
but the neighborhood looks
completely different. With all
the trees down, I can see things
I never was able to see from my
house before," she says.

A year after Hurricane Hugo,
South Carolina as a whole is on the
road to recovery. But for some of
the small communities devastated
by the storm, it is still a time for
coming to grip with losses and figuring out what to do next.
"For the state as a whole, the
taxable property destroyed may be
5 percent. For a single community
or one small school district, the loss
may be 50 percent or even 90 percent," says Jim Hite, coordinator of
the Community and Economic Development program at Clemson
University.
The program, a joint undertaking of Clemson University's Strom
Thurmond Institute, the Clemson
Cooperative Extension Service and
the S.C. Agricultural Experiment
Station, was established last year to
match various kinds of expertise
with small communities that might
not be able to afford full-time professional staff.
Only weeks later Hurricane
Hugo hit, and the program turned
its attention to the effects on local
governments.According to estimates, the storm inflicted $6 billion
in damage. And, "if you think most
of the bills are already in and being
paid, you're wrong," Hite says.
Local governments, dependent
on property tax revenues, face losses

that won't even kick in until 1991
tax collections. Multi-million-dollar chunks of property tax base are
gone.
Meanwhile, it is estimated that
$10 million will be needed to restore infrastructure in the area
around Mount Pleasant and
McClellanville. The Isle of Palms
is looking at a $15 million tab to
replace its water and sewer system.
Replacing public piers, parking facilities and sewers in Myrtle Beach
will require more than $13 million,
Hite says. Those are just a few
examples.
Other costs may not be realized
for years. Take, for example, the
landfills now stuffed with Hugo's
debris.
"One estimate is that the
lifespans of landfills in the affected
area have been reduced by 10 to 20
years," Hite says. "New landfills
will have to meet new and far more
costly environmental requirements.
Did you know that in some communities in the future, the cost of
handling solid waste could be equal
to the cost of running schools? The
full effect of Hugo cannot be measured now and may not be known
for years."
These are not Hite's only concerns for small communities.
"The biggest concern is whether
we can rebuild before another storm
hits. If you get sick and have to stay

out of work for a couple of weeks,
you can come back and work really
hard and get caught up. But what if,
before you get caught up, you get
sick again?
"If a storm hits again in the next
three or four years, the impact on
communities will set them back for
a generation. If the loss of school
taxes harms those kids' education,
they'll carry the effects for the rest
of their lives. And it will reduce the
earning potential of the state for as
long as they live."
Fortunately, he says, the majority of school funding comes from
state taxes. But school budgets also
rely on an extra slice from local
contributions.
Perhaps the most important need
i s a comprehensive plan, completed
and implemented, to prepare South
Carolina and its communities for
next time.
"This can't be overemphasized.
The worst of Hugo hit probably
where the damage would be least,
in a national forest north of
Charleston. If it had hit south of
Charleston, that storm surge would
have driven right into Charleston
harbor. It had come in 20 to 30
miles north, it would have hit Myrtle
Beach."
Advance consideration by all
sides will help answer the tough
questions. Hite says, before the crisis of the next major hurricane.
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you can pinch an inch (or foot)?
Fourth, you will have relapses.
" Yes, I'd like large fries, a chocolate shake and the Heartstopper
Burger special. And I do have a
coupon."
Fifth, no matter where you go
to jog, a more attractive, faster,
and better dressed person will inevitably decide to run near you.
They don't sweat. They don't

breathe hard. They actually look
graceful as they run. They are the
lowest form of life that can still call
itself human.
Sixth, regardless of how much
weight you lose, you will at some
point look in a mirror (or have a
picture taken) that shows you just
how big you still are. I will admit,
though, that this only happens when
you begin your diet as a two-story

house in a ranch house world. If you
cut down to split-level size, you're
still bigger than the average.
Seventh, you hear plenty Dick
Gregory jokes, and Oprah jokes and,
well... you get the picture.
And finally, all the members of
the opposite sex who you wait on to
beat your door down never come.
You see, you're still thinking with a
fat prson's brain. You haven't yet

seized a grip on the fact that you
really are anew, improved version
of yourself. You'd be surprised at
how you see yourself influences
how others see you.
But any negatives to losing
weight are far outweighed (no
pun intended) by the positives.
And it's really not that hard. Aint
nothin' to it but to do it. At least
that's what I keep telling myself.

Astro HI 654-1670
Presumed Innocent (R)
Young Guns II (PG-13)
Flatliners (R)
(All shows 2 and 4 Sat., 7 and 9 Sun.)
Anderson Mall 225-1200
Die Hard II (R)
1:30,4,7,9:20

■

Taking Care of Business (R)
2,4:30,7,9:15

Marketplace 226-4234
Presumed Innocent (R)
Mo' Better Blues (R)
2, 4:30, 7, 9:30
2:10,4:40, 7:10, 9:40

JM

Ghost(PG-13)
2,4;30,7:05,9:35

Flatliners (R)
2:15,4:40,7:20,9:40

Exorcist III (R)
2:10,4:30,7,9:20

The Freshman (PG)
2,3:50,5:25,7:15,9:15
Pump Up the Volume (R)
2:10,4:40,7:10,9:40

Village Cinemas 226-9181
Darkman (R)
Young Guns II PG-13)
2:30,4:40,7:10,9:30
2:15,4:45,7:10,9:30

Death Warrant (R)
2:10,4:30,7:20,9:40

IF YOU'RE THINKING
SCIENCE OR
ENGINEERING, THINK
AIR FORCE ROTC.

&£

^fcjl ^L^^M^
College is where your edu^t^A^J
Jm
cation in science or engineering
^Bd|
^^^^
reaches new heights.
^^T^^^^
Air Force ROTC can take that education
^^
even higher - into satellite, laser or other
technologies that become the focus of your
career upon graduation. You may also qualify for
two- through four-year scholarships that help defray your
college costs and provide you with $ 100 each academic
month tax-free.
If you're thinking technology, think Air Force
ROTC Call
CApT QROOMS

769-3254

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

]®w

Bo knows
and so does Dave.
Write sports for The Tiger.
Call Dave Thomas
at 656-2150.

reveals: "Some of the songs are
about very desperate moments. It's
definitely been a catharsis. When I
look at the lyrics of the last album,
I can't believe how much I wrote
about sex." One of those desparate
moments appears in "Waiting for
That Day," a song about his soured
relationship with Kathy Jeung (costar in the "I Want Your Sex" video).
"It's not as though we just broke up/
It's not as though it was yesterday/
But something I just can't explain/
Something in me needs this pain/I
know I' 11 never see your face again."
The question still remains - is
George Michael a good enough
"artist" to be taken seriously? Can
he sell albums without shaking his
butt? After all, this is the music
business. His critics are waiting at
the gate ready to destroy his every
effort. Listen will no doubt be the
true test of his talents as both a
writer and a producer (there is talk
that he might give up singing all
together after this album). Anyone
expecting to hear catchy dance tunes
or the sizzling bass of Deon Estus
(he does make a discreet appearance on a few songs) is going to be
disappointed. Instead, they'll hear
an album packed with acoustic guitars and deep piano notes.
Listen, does have, however, its
commercial ace-in-the-hole; maybe
even a few of them. "Praying," a
guaranteed number one smash is
currently the most played song on
radio, and the fastest selling single
in stores according to Billboard
magazine. "Freedom 90," the follow up single, is not as enjoyable,
but will ride the success of "Praying." In addition, "Heal the Pain"
has the perfect ingredients to become a power ballad (a la Sinead
O'Conner's "Nothing Compares 2
U").
In closing, Listen Without
Prejudice Vol. 7 is a blissful combination of great music and important understanding, which provides
for an excellent lead up to Vol. 2,
scheduled to be released in late 1991.
Michael joins Sinead O'Conner as
a guaranteed, in a year of few shooins, Grammy nominee in both Album and Record of the year categories - guess who will win because
she shaved her head? Congratulations and my respects, George!

AWAOLAULI
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-New Magazine Rack
(close to 100 titles)
-Recycled Paper
Products (cards & gifts)
-New Scandecor Posters
-New L'Oreal Cosmetics
-Party Supplies and
Gift Bags
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Mountain Lake Lots
FIDDLER'S COVE in Scenic Oconee County's Cheohee Valley has breath
taking views of the Blue Ridge Mountain...
The Private lake is stocked with bass, bream and catfish, and smaller
boats are allowed...
Lake lots average 3/4 acre. Some cover 11/2 acres. Lots are septic
tank approved. Well depths average only 45' feet, and prices on the lake
run from $8,000.00 to $20,000.00 with discounts on second lot purchases.
Off-lake lots have privileges, and buyers can choose from 2 - 20 acres.
Property owners control the lake, the roads and access. Mobile homes
are not allowed, but cabins and homes of 1,000 square feet and up are
the order of the day. Restrictions insure a pleasant residential community
of people who want to have decent lake homes in the foothills where the
Blue Ridge dawns its greatness. These home sites are ideal for get-awayfrom-it-all cabins with a with a view of the mountains, cool air, and country living, but they are within easy driving distance of Clemson, Greenville
and the Upstate.
Now is the time to get in before the prices go up!
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

CALL:

803-882-1414
882-5925

WRITE:

Fiddler's Cove
P.O. Box 14
Seneca, SC 29679

Correction:
Last week
The Tiger
stateted the
cost of
ambulance
transportation
incorrectly.
The correct
amount
should have
been $80.
The Tiger
regrets its
mistake.

WANTED!!
call Total Fitness of

882-3540

RAISE A
THOUSAND
IN A WEEK
The fundraiser thats working
on 1800 college campuses!
Your campus group can earn up to
$1000 in just one week. No investment
needed. Be first on your campus. A FRE
gift just for calling. Call Now

1-800-765-8472 Ext.90

mv:: udfoa
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Magazine offers listing of most influential Americans

Writer looks at Life's top 100 of the century
By JOHN OMICINSKI
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

WASHINGTON—Make a list,
even a grocery list, and you'11 get an
argument from someone. And Life
magazine's current "100 Most Important Americans of the Century"
issue is a guaranteed igniter.
Lists like Life's are bound to be
repeated in many forms over the
next 10 years. Traditionally, "fin de
siecle" decades are weighted down
with navel-gazing angst: Whole
populations ask "Where have we
been?" "Where are we going?" or
that old favorite, "Who cares?"
Life says the 100 were culled
from an opening roster of 636 by a
panel ofscores of consultants. Most
of these were academics, so the
final list reflects a distinctly patrician character. Marilyn Monroe
isn't there; neither is Fred Astaire.
As the song asked, "Where have
you gone, Joe Dimaggio?" — the
Yankee Clipper isn't there, either.
Bing and Elvis are on the list, but
Frank Sinatra isn't. Edward R.
Murrow is there; Walter Cronkite
isn't.
An editor's note says the principal judges, Librarian of Congress
emeritus Daniel Boorstin and Neil

Harris of the University of Chicago, disagreed with perhaps one
of every three choices.
Two choices — Henry Ford and
the Wright Brothers — were the
only ones everyone agreed upon.
Life's list is bound to attract
plenty of flak, starting in this space.
For openers, it's strictly Fifth
Avenue.
Much of it sounds like it was
scribbled on the back of a cocktail
napkin at the Plaza Hotel's Oak
Bar. For instance, those "modern
dance darlings Martha Graham and
George Balanchine make the list,
but the terpsichorean twosome
hardly influenced the 98 percent
who cannot afford ballet tickets.
There is a modish '60s flavor to
the list: Bob Dylan, for instance,
can't carry a tune in the shower, but
he made it. (Today's big publishing
executives are yesterday's flower
children.)
Gotham's journalistic giants
throw a few sops to the hinterlands,
however. William Mulholland, an
engineer who brought water to the
southern California desert and allowed Los Angeles to bloom, is on
the list. That's interesting, but seems
a bit strained in order to take care of
the Angelenos.
Listing Joyce Hall, the Kansas
City developer of the Hallmark card
empire, is also a bit of a stretch.

Artists Jackson Pollock and
Andy Warhol make the Life list.
Had it been made in Chicago, only
one—and perhaps neither— would
be in the top 100.
Another trademark of Life's list
is that it's replete with vigorous
self-promoters. That says as much
about the century as it does about
the list. Hype was a major influence
— mostly for bad — on these
eventful years.
Ernest Hemingway's there, as is
Ralph Nader and Robert Maynard
Hutchins, the Brooklyn-born
minister's son who promoted the
Great Books program while at the
University of Chicago. The influence of Hemingway and Nader
cannot be questioned. Although he
lived life as if he were on stage,
bearded Papa's terse, self-conscious
prose shifted gears for every writer
that followed.
Nader created the concerned
consumer virtually single-handedly.
But he also can be held responsible
for some of the mass fright that's
gone along with it, including the
eerie Tylenol scare that mesmerized
the media and created an entire new
genre of sky-is-falling journalism.
But it's really hard to see how
Hutchins makes the list, except that
the list-makers came up short of
acceptable Chicagoans. People who
knew him say Hutchins was an in-

sufferable egocentric.
Edwin Land, the flashy inventor
of the instant camera who was the
darling of Wall Street, is on the list.
But absent is George Eastman, the
taciturn bank teller from Rochester, N.Y., who pioneered the consumer camera. That doesn't add up:
Eastman' s little Kodak had far more
influence than Land's Polaroid.
Henry Luce, Time-Life founder,
also is on the list, with no apologies.
And rightly so: Luce was a central
influence on 20th century journalism. But William Randolph Hearst,
inventor of the modern news monopoly, is absent. That doesn't
seem to parse, either.
There's a definite anti-Washington bias to the list, as well.
No presidents are listed in the
100, and that's a cop-out. Any list
of the century's most influential
must include Franklin Delano
Roosevelt. Not only did he virtually
invent big government, which some
call big-daddy government, but he
created the modern political age.
He invented the news conference,
unabashedly used image-makers
and polished the modern art of political rhetoric.
So the Life list-makers missed a
few. But they made their readers
think. Inan age of bubble-gum
journalism, that's all you can ask.
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The new decade
brings changes to
conference, rivalries
Trailing the Tiger
David
Thomas
sports
editor
Bo Schembechler's untimely
departure from the Wolverine
Football program this year coincidentally marked the welcome
of another coaching great to the
Big Ten Conference, and no, I'm
not talking about Gary Moeller.
With his Brooklyn accent, Italian heritage, 2-inch thick glasses
and high-water pants that went
out of style back in the 70's,
Penn State Head Coach Joe
Patemo and his outspoken ways
will definitely add flavor and
spice to the Big Ten. But why the
sudden move from a strong and
flexible athletic program as an
independent to a conference
commitment year in and year
out? BIG MONEY.
And so goes the domino effect. Just d!> the communistic
countries around the world began
converting their beliefs, the great
independents of the College
Football Association began professing the great advantages of
conference life.
Almost as if they are scurrying onto the bandwagon so as to
not miss out, many of the independents have expressed increasing interests in the different
conferences. Hungry to share in
some of the increased revenues
produced by these top-notch
football powers, the individual
conferences have responded accordingly.
And with no further adieu, I
welcome Florida State as the
newest addition to the Atlantic
Coast Conference. Florida
State????
Why would a perennial football power like Florida State join
a seemingly weak football conference (Florida St.'s second
choice, The SEC, is a stronger
football conference on the whole
than the ACC)? BIG MONEY.
The incredible amount of revenue generated by the ACC
basketball programs is in a word
- PHENOMENAL.
But what does Florida State
bring in turn to the ACC for such
a lucrative arrangement?
EXCITEMENT. COMPETITION. RIVALRY.
The addition of any new team
to a conference always brings
excitement, but with Florida
State, the excitement is intensified. Florida St.'s national recognition will bring a great deal of
focus to the ACC, a great deal of
television coverage,and yes, BIG
MONEY for the big games.
And with the Seminoles joining the ACC, there will be no
excuses for leaving them off the
Tiger schedule each year.
As for those who believe
Florida State will dominate the
ACC once they join, think again.
Sure, Osceola will have little
trouble scalping a Demon Deacon or a Tarheel or two, but by no
means will Florida State rule the
conference with an iron fist.
All in all, Bobby Bowden and
ere w will do nothing but enhance
the image of the ACC.

see TRAIL, page 22
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Sports
Tigers rebound from Virginia loss
Terp win
restores
confidence

Tigers hope
for revived
offense

by Eric Lyons
assistant sports editor

by Geoff Wilson
staff writer

"Joy is a good food for the
soul," says coach Ken Hatfield.
If that's true, then the Tiger
football team had their last
week's hunger satisfied last
Saturday when they nipped
the Maryland Terrapins 1817 in front of 39,255 at Baltimore Memorial Stadium.
ForClemson,thewinkeeps
Atlantic Coast Conference
title hopes alive. After the 207 loss to Virginia, another loss
would have effectively shut
the door for a championship.
For the team, it restored
faith back into their own
teammates. On offense, many
freshmen had key plays in the
go-ahead drive in the fourth
quarter to take the lead, and on
defense, the Tigers stopped
Maryland on their last two
drives to.preserve the victory.
For Hatfield, it gives him
some breathing room after
when he called an "interesting" week following the Virginia loss. "The win is
tremendous," remarked Hatfield. "There were a lot of
other teams that lost on Saturday because of one play or a
half-inch one way or the other,
and there's a lot of teams out
there that can get whipped on
any given Saturday."
Clemson opened the scoring in the first quarter, when
Chris Gardocki's 53-yard field
goal sailed through the
goalposts for a 3-0 lead with

Think back for just a
minute to when you were a
little kid. Remember how
much Mom and Dad hated
to see you beat up on other
people? That's exactly
what the Tigers will try to
do tomorrow in Death Valley—for Parent's Weekend, no less.
Clemson will be a heavy
favorite over Appalachian
State, a Division I-AA
team from Boone,N.C. The
only previous meeting between the two schools was
in Death Valley in 1984.
The Tigers dominated that
game, winning 40-7.
Mountaineer coach
Jerry Moore is no stranger
to Tiger coach Ken Hatfield. After serving as head
coach at North Texas State
for two seasons and at Texas
Tech for five, Moore became Hatfield's receivers
coach and recruiting coach
at Arkansas. After one year
there, he left to take the job
at Appalachian State.
This will not be the first
time Hatfield has coached
against one of his former
assistants. "Last year I
coached against Fred
Goldsmith [at Rice],"
Hatfield said, "He was the
first assistant I hired, and
he was with me 12 years. I
was happy to see him before

Kevin Taylor/ Head photographer

Clemson quarterback DeChane Cameron evades Maryland outside linebacker
Greg Hines in last Saturday's 18-17 win over the Terps. A successful Tiger drive
late in the second half provided the margin of victory.
6:18 remaining. For Gardocki, the field
goal was the third successful kick over
50 yards in his career.
Maryland took back the lead in the
second quarter when quarterback Scott
Zolak fired a left-sideline pass to Gene

Thomas that went 43-yards for a Terp
touchdown.
After the Maryland touchdown, Terrapin kicker Fred Ensign's kickoff landed in

see TERPS, page

see APP. ST., page

Men's, women's cross country start season on right foot
by Jim Carlisle
staff writer
Both men's and women's cross
country teams started off their
season exceptionally well last Saturday at the Clemson Invitational.
The women's team easily took
first place overall, blowing out second-place Mississippi State by 21
points.
Tiger runner Anne Evans again
lived up to 1989 All-American
status by leading the pack to the
finish line in the meet.
Evans clocked in at 17:34.89 to
win first place overall as she did
last year at the home meet.
Second place went to Gail
Groulx, a junior from Canada, who
came in with atime of 18:07.82. As
the 1988 Tiger MVP for cross
country her freshman year, Groulx
has developed into a consistent
runner for Head Coach Wayne
Coffman.
Squad veterans Michelle Scholtz
and Kris Salt finished fourth and
sixth respectively with times of
18:30.22and 18:57.75. Sophomore
Edwina Foley took ninth place
posting a time of 19:11.13 to bring
the Lady Tiger's score to 21.
Freshman Karyn Woolfolk came in
21 st in 20:21.19, before some other
schools participating even had a
place.
The Lady Tiger's also won an
earlier meet, the Western Carolina

photo courtesy of TAPS

The Clemson Invitational, held last Saturday, marks the beginning of the Clemson cross-country. The
Clemson women's and men's teams finished first and second in the meet respectively.
Invitational, and are in a good position to contend for the ACC title
and finish in the top-ten nationally.
They have ranked in the top-ten six
out of the past nine years and last
year finished seventh.
The men's team did not fare
quite as well at the Clemson Invitational. The Tigers took second
place overall, finishing 6 points
behind East Tennessee State's score
of 33 points.
Philip Greyling, a junior from

South Africa, clocked in at 26:53.02
for a fourth place finish and
Clemson's first team placing.
Greyling also led the 1990 Tiger
squad during the Indoor season as
he brought home the ACC first place
title for tiiZ 3000 meters, the mile
run and the two-mile relay squad as
he also captured the Most Valuable
Athlete of the 1990 ACC indoor
meet.
Veteran Dave Wittman placed
eighthwithatimeof 27:19.14. Chris

Dunn, a previous junior college AllAmerican, took ninth place in
27:31.59. y Naftal Gichaba followed
behind Dunn with a 27:39.27 time.
Jay Frisello had the fifth Tiger
place, finishingl3th in 27:45.18 to
bring the Tiger's score to 39. Geoff
Moore came in 21st with a time of
28:08.25, and Chris Woolfolk finished 23rd in 28.19.37
Top runner Cormac Finnerty, a

See TRACK, page 2
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Former Tiger makes Montreal debut

ACC Football Standings

by Dean Lollis
managing editor
The National League East leading Pittsburgh Pirates had to deal
with former Clemson pitching ace
Brian Barnes when they faced
Montreal last Friday night.
Barnes failed to pick up the
victory in the Expos 4-2 victory
over the Bucs, but he held Pirates'
hitters to only four hits in seven
innings. Three of those hits were
collected by the Pittsburgh's Barry
Bonds who had two home-runs and
a double.
Barnes, however, struck out nine
Pittsburgh batters, setting a record
for a Montreal rookie in his first
start.
Before being called up to
Montreal, Barnes led the minor
leagues with 213 strikeouts while
going 13-7 at Class AA Jacksonville
of the Southern League. He only
needed 12 more strikeouts to take
the Southern League's all-time
record for strikeouts.
Barnes was an All-American at
Clemson and was named ACC
Player of the Year in 1989, compiling a 16-3 record with a 2.22
earned run average and 208
strikeouts.
That same year, he was named
Most Valuable Player for his performance in the ACC tournament.
Barnes finished his collegiate,
David E. Chamberlain/editor-in-chicl
career third on the NCAAs all-time
Former
Tiger
pitcher
Brian
Barnes
made
his
major
league debut for
strikeout list with 513. Barnes also
the
Montreal
Expos
against
the
Pittsburgh
Pirates
last
Friday. He
finished first in Clemson with 44
career victories.
struck out nine batters and allowed four hits in seven innings.
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Virginia (10)
Georgia Tech
Clemson (17)
N.C. State
North Carolina
Duke
Florida State(2)
Maryland
Wake Forest

ACC
1-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

Overall
2-0
1-0
2-1
2-1
2-1
1-1
2-0
2-1
1-2

Results from September 15
Clemson 18, Maryland 17
N.C. State 20, Wake Forest 15
Virginia 56, Navy 14
North Carolina 48, Connecticut 21
Duke 27, Northwestern 24
Florida State 48, Georgia So. 6
Games for September 22
N.C. State at Maryland
Appalachian State at Clemson
U.T.-Chattanooga at Georgia Tech
Virginia at Duke
Kentucky at North Carolina
Florida State at Tulane

Write Sports for The Tiger
call 656-2150 to find out how
C&C
Entertainment in
association with
CDCC
Presents
THE
SMITHEREENS
Friday, Oct. 5,
8:00 p.m.
Littlejohn
Coliseum
$14.50
Tickets are on
sale at the
following
locations:
Campus - Union Box
Office
Anderson - Civic Center
Greenville - Pic-a-Flic
Video in Laurens
Seneca - Duffy's Western
Shop
For more information call
656-2461
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Soccer team improves record, national ranking

TRACK, from pagel7
sophomore from Ireland, is still
sidelined with a hip injury he
suffered last season.
Last year, he finished seventh
place in the Clemson Invitational
and was the Tiger's second team
placing.
He should be running in the
conference meet, which will help
the team's prospect of winning
the ACC title; the Tiger's have
won the title six out of the past
ten years.
But in the meantime, the men' s
team will head off to
Charlottesville, VA for the Virginia Invitational on September
22, while the women's team will
compete next in the UNCCharlotte Invitational in Charlotte, NC on September 29.

by Bob Sayre
staff writer
Clemson soccer continued its rol
1 witha3-l upset over Wake Forest
and a 3-0 shutout against Furman
on Wednesday.
At Wake Forest on Sunday the
Tigers knocked off, the eighthranked Demon Deacons. James
Glenn led the Tigers with two goals
and an assist. Thomas Najjar scored
the game-winning goal thirty five
minutes into the game, and Pearse
Tormey was credited with two assists.
Jaro Zawislan made eight saves
for the Tigers in goal. Wednesday
night against Furman (2-3) at Riggs
Field, Clemson earned its fifth
shutout in seven games.
Clemson opened the scoring
midway through the first half when
Andy Pujats received a Richie
Richmond corner kick and passed
to John Payne in front of the goal
for a header into the net.
With 9:41 remaining in the half,
Payne scored again by rebounding
a strong shot by James Glenn which
bounced off the Paladin goalkeeper.
The final score occurred with 6:12
remaining the game.
Thomas Najjar sent a shot past
the sliding Furman goalkeeper. The
ball then bounced off the leg of a
Furman defender trying to make
the save and into the net.
Furman's most serious scoring
threat came in a series with forty
minutes remaining in the second
half.
Zawislan made an excellent save
on a header in front of the goal. The
ball, however, bounced to a Furman
play er who sent a shot to the opposite
side of the net. The save was made
by defender James Dean although
he was called on a hand ball. With
the resulting penalty kick, Clemson
goal keeper Jaro Zawislan made an
outstanding diving save to his right.
The official charged Zawislan
with leaving the line too early in a

(Top) A Clemson player attempts to keep the ball during this weeks
game with Furman. (Left) Thomas Najjar looks up field for a pass.
(Photos by Tommy Beatman)
call hotly disputed by Clemson
Coach I. M. Ibrahim. "That's ridiculous," Ibrahim hollered at the
official.
"That's the most brilliant save
I've ever seen." Awarded another

penalty kick, Furman shot for the
same spot but missed wide preserving the Clemson shutout.
With the victory Clemson improved its record to 6-1 .
The Tigers are ranked No. 6 in

See the Tiger
Volleyball team.
Saturday, Sept. 22 at
10 a.m. in Jervey.

this week's ISAA poll and No. 10 in
the Soccer America poll.
The Tigers next game is at Duke on
Sunday followed by a home game
Wednesday night against Coastal
Carolina.
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Atlanta captures 1996 Olympic bid
By STEVE WOODWARD
©Copyright 1990, USA
TODAY/Apple
College
Information Network
TOKYO — The Olympic
Games will return to the United
States in 1996.
For the past three years, that
was the pledge made by a group
of civic leaders from Atlanta. And
the International Olympic
Committee made its dream come
true Tuesday morning when 51
of the IOC's 86 voters selected
Atlanta to host the 26th Summer
Olympic Games.
Atlanta's bid organization, led
by a Georgia-born attorney
William Porter Payne, focused
its efforts on cultivating
friendships within the diverse
' IOC and introducing its members
to a city they knew little about.
The vote suggests Atlanta's
relentless pursuit of the IOC's
trust was crucial.
The city trailed two of the six
1996 candidates — Athens,
Greece, and Melbourne,
Australia — through two rounds
of voting. Athens had 23 votes
after two rounds, followed by
Melbourne (21) and Atlanta (20).
Under the IOC's voting
system, balloting continues
round-by-round until one city has
achieved a majority (44 or more
votes). Additionally, the city with
the lowest vote total after each
round is eliminated.
The Atlanta bid gained
momentum in the third round,
drawing even with Athens— the
so-called sentimental favorite
because it hosted the first Olympic
Games of the modern era in 1896
— at 26 votes each. In the fourth
round, Atlanta moved ahead to

"It is difficult to describe how we feel right now. But, first and foremost,
we made a commitment to the IOC that we would provide them with the
best Games in history, and we're going to honor that commitment."
William Porter Payne
Georgia Attorney
stay with 34 votes, followed by
Athens (30) and Toronto (22).
Entering the decisive fifth
round, it came down to just two
cities, with Atlanta surging ahead
convincingly by a margin of 51 to
35. In addition to Athens, Toronto
and Melbourne, the other losing
cities were Belgrade, Yugoslavia,
and Manchester, England.
With an estimated worldwide
television audience of 2.5 billion
viewing the ceremony live from
38 countries, Payne joined
Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson
and U.S. Olympic Committee
President Robert Helmick at a
table where a contract with IOC
was signed at approximately 7:55
a.m. EDT (8:55 p.m. Tuesday in
Tokyo).
"We believed that if we
surrounded ourselves with
friends, with people who were
committed to this, that there was
no limitation to what we could
achieve," said Payne, 42, a former
University of Georgia football
star.
"It is difficult to describe how
we feel right now. But, first and
foremost, we made a commitment
to the IOC that we would provide
them with the best Games in
history, and we're going to honor
that commitment."
Atlanta began its road to Tokyo
in 1987 when it was one of several
U.S. cities vying for the"
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boasted they had visited all but
two of the members in their
homes.
About 360 supporters of the
Atlanta bid made the trip to Japan
for the long-awaited vote,
including Atlanta Organizing
Committee chairman Andrew
Young, the city's ex-mayor,
Georgia Gov. Joe Frank Harris
and newly elected Atlanta Mayor
Maynard Jackson.
When IOC President Juan
Antonio Samaranch opened the
envelope containing the name of
the winner and said the word
"Atlanta," the Georgian
delegation erupted, shouting and
embracing one another.
"I feel like an exclamation point
has just been placed on the life of

Show Your True Colors

...with a
FREE Tiger Checking Account

meineke
■ ■■■■ ■■

opportunity to represent the
United States in international
bidding for the Games. The first
test was imposed by the U.S.
Olympic Committee, which
narrowed its choices to
Minneapolis-St. Paul and
Atlanta, then asked its members
to vote.
At a meeting of the USOC in
Washington, D.C., in April 1988,
Atlanta was given the
endorsement.
In the months that led up to
this week's meeting of the IOC's
96th Session here, Atlanta spent
more than $$7 million to travel
the world and prepare its formal
bid. By the end of August, 70
members of the IOC had visited
the city and Atlanta's organizers

our city," Jackson said. "We're
not going to let the world down."
In the end, Atlanta's
leadership remained convinced
that something as simple as
Southern hospitality made a
difference.
"We always felt it was a
question of people," said Charlie
Battle, an Atlanta attorney who
suspended his practice to join
Payne, a longtime friend, on an
improbable journey to Tokyo.
"We felt we just had to get to
know the voters and make them
feel comfortable with us."
The IOC's decision to go with
Atlanta is something of an upset,
especially because Los Angeles
acted as a U.S. host of the Summer
Games as recently as 1984.
As the Atlanta group
celebrated, the Athens delegation
left the expansive ballroom of the
Tokyo hotel in a single-file line.
Their faces were without
expression. Said Alex Nikolau of
the Greek Olympic committee:
"We must accept the decision of
the IOC and that is all."
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For cross country star, running a way of life '
by Melissa Roma
staff writer

Setting your mind to something
is the only way to get it accomplished, and once you've set your
mind to it you' ve got to stick with it.
That's exactly what women's cross
country runner Michelle Scholtz has
done. She first put on the running
shoes when she was 11 years old
and hasn't slowed down since. The
road to success has also been a long
one for her. She began running in
elementary school when her main
goal was to beat the boys. Now her
goals include leading the women's
cross country team to the ACC
championships.
Michelle Scholtz is a senior
originally from Tulsa, Oklahoma.
When she started looking into colleges, she knew it would have to be
far from her home.
"I wanted to go far away to see a
new part of the country. I really
settled down to the people here,"
said Scholtz of her decision to come
to Clemson. Coming from Oklahoma, Scholtz has traveled a long
way to run for the Tigers.
Last season, Scholtz finished
10th overall at the ACC meet and
finished second for the Tigers at the
NCAA District III meet. Her rig-

player profile
orous training also helped place her
54th at the National College Championships, helping Clemson
achieve an overall ranking of seventh.
To stay in shape during
ffseason, Michelle runs apt dmately 70 miles of distanc )er
week. As competition heat, up
during the season, the mileag is
cut down but the level of trainir 'is
just as rigorous. Intervals are run
approximately twice a week and
weekly weigh-ins force her diet to
remain strict. With chocolate chip
cookies as her favorite food, maintaining weight can be a hard job.
However, Scholtz manages by indulging in many vegetables. "Everyone laughs at me because I
always eat salads, but my weakness
is chocolate chip cookies."
Scholtz comes from a family of
sports-oriented people. Her father
played football for Notre Dame
while in college and then went on to
play professionally for both the
Detroit Lions and New York Giants. However, she gives credit to
both parents for giving her support
through the hard times. Another

person who has played a large roll
in her life is a past coach. "He's like
a second father to me," she says of
Wolly Maurer. Maurer
began
coaching Scholtz when she was
thirteen and she still goes to him for
advice when she travels home for
vacation.
As this year's season heats up,
Scholtz is looking forward to helping the team meet its goal for the
season. "We're hoping for the top
5 if not higher at Nationals, and we
hope to win the ACC championships," said Scholtz.
Competitive running will slow
down once Scholtz graduates, but
she does still intend to run as many
road races as possible. "Right after
school I'm going to try to get a job
in advertising or communications
and then eventually go into psychological counseling."
She would also like to go into
coaching as a hobby simply because
she likes being around kids.
Right now, however, she's focusing on the upcoming meet in
Charlotte on the 29th, which should
be a glimpse of how the lady Tigers
will be doing at the championships
in October.

Kim Hannah/ staff photographer

Michelle Scholtz

Trailing, from page 17
But with Penn State and Florida
State bailing out of the independent
race, who will go next?
The Southeastern Conference
seems ready to expand as well,
and USC and Miami appear to be
the front-runners for the expansion
slot. Miami might also be leaning
toward the Big East, but as for now
no definite plans have been announced by either team of either
conference.
Is this the new direction of
college football for the 1990's?
Can we expect super conferences
down the road, conferences that
begin to look a lot like NFL divisions?
Speculations about the future
of super conferences in the CFA
are a bit premature at this point,

but if more and more independent
schools decide to sign with various conferences, super conferences won't be far behind.
With the emergence of super
conferences could come the possibilities of a playoff system in the
college ranks, a playoff system
that has been desparately needed
in the CFA for many years now.
The playoff system could provide
the powerful teams the opportunity to play for a national ttitle
even with one of even two losses
suffered during the regular season. This would encourage teams
to play harder schedules and would
finally give fans something to
cheer about, but don't get your
hopes up any time soon...the
playoff picture is far from sight.

CHEAP AIR FARES
Book Now For Best Fares
• Fall Break •
• Thanksgiving •
• Christmas •
Small World Travel
Being out of town on
Election Day doesn't
mean you lose your
power to vote. Call
your local Board of
Elections for more
information on absentee
voting. Find out how
easy it is to vote
by absentee ballot.

Two Loacations In Clemson
Across From Oomirios
Across From Shoney's
654-6125
654-8440

Make Trax To Snax
Friday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
lb See The
Miller Geniune Draft
"Cold Patrol Girls"
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Miller Lite and Geniune Draft
Suitcases $10.49 (Friday Only)
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Last week The Tiger
Stated the cost of ambulance transportation incorrectly. The correct
cost should have been
. SmTheTiger regrets its
mistake.
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TERPS, from page 17
the hands of Tiger Doug Thomas, who found
a crease and scampered 98 yards for a touchdown, giving the lead right back to Clemson,
10-7. This is the same Thomas that ran back
the opening kickoff of the second half 98
yards to paydirt in the Long Beach State.
Maryland's next drive resulted in a Troy
Jackson 1-yard run to give the Terps a 14-10
advantage going into the half.
Despite concern over the lack of an offensive touchdown, Hatfield still had confidence in his offense entering the second half.
"At the half I was concerned because
Maryland was ahead, we had not moved the
ball offensively, and they had a lot of momentum going in," said Hatfield. "They
would also get the ball to start the third
quarter, just like Virginia did.
The only scoring play in the third stanza
was when the ball was snapped way over
Maryland quarterback Scott Zolak at the
Maryland 21 yard line. The ball rolled into
the endzone, where Zolak promptly fell on it,
taking the safety and bringing the Tigers
within two, 14-12.
Maryland extended their lead with a 39yard field goal with 10:25 to remaining in the

fourth quarter, and forced the Tigers to score
the winning touchdown.
That's when the most unusual play of the
game occurred. On third and two from the
Clemson 40, Clemson was given an illegal
receiver penalty. Declining the penalty would
have resulted in a fourth and two situation,
but Krivak elected to take the five-yard
penalty, keeping the drive alive.
That opportunity was all the Tiger offense
needed. DeChane Cameron connected to
Doug Thomas on the right sideline, gaining
37 yards to the Maryland 28. Five plays later,
sophomore tailback Rudy Harris ran in an
11-yard touchdown to put the Tigers on for
good, 18-17.
After the offense responded with the
winning score, the defense kicked in to protect it. Maryland never crossed the line in its
last two drives of the game.
While Hatfield continues to take heat for
ending the Virginia streak, coach Hatfield
was the first Clemson coach ever to win in
Baltimore. "We beat a team that was the
most confident since Joe's [Krivak] arrival, a
team that has had a history of playing people
touch in Baltimore."

App. State, from page 17
the game and how well he was doing [in
preparing the team], but once the game started,
I concentrated on football."
As for Coach Moore, when asked about
the game, he responded, rather tongue-incheek, "Playing Clemson?... I feel like David
about to meet Goliath—I' m out there looking
for five smooth stones..."
Appalachian State is 1-1 so far this season,
their last game being a 23-12 loss at Wake
Forest two weeks ago. The Mountaineers are
coming off a 9-3 season last year.
They are a young team, with only one
senior starter on offense and four on defense.
Sophomore quarterback DJ.Campbell heads
the offense, which has averaged 304 yards in
the first two weeks of the season.
Tailback J.K.Reaves, another sophomore,
leads the team in rushing with 218 yards and
4 touchdowns. Campbell has no particular
favorite through the air, with no Mountaineer

having more than 5 receptions. The corps of
linebackers, led by seniors Dwayne Pelham
and Johnny Jennings, leads the defense in
both tackles and receptions.
As for Clemson, the Tiger offense has
struggled. After racking up 59 points in the
season opener, the Tigers have posted only
25 points in the last two games.
One of those touchdowns was actually
scored not by the offense, but by the kickoff
return team. Doug Thomas's 98-yarder
made him the leading kickoff return man in
the ACC and in the nation, with 47.2 yards
per return, including another 98-yard score.
The defense has also struggled a bit,giving
up 37 points during the same span. However,
lining up against the Mountaineers, a team
not heralded for offense or defense, could be
just what the Tigers need to regain confidence
for the tough schedule ahead.

Tony Kennedy (Top)
picks up speed as a Maryland defender watches in
amazement. Tiger Linebacker Wayne Simmons
(Left) pressures
Maryland's QB Zolak to
throw the ball early.

Photos taken by
Kevin Taylor.
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Student Government Junior Staff
*

is the liason between Student Senators and
the Student Body President and his cabinet.
Being the best of both worlds, Junior Staff
prides itself on the working knowledge of
both the legislative and executive branches
of Student Government.

Stop by the Student Government and fill out an
application
If you want to gait involved in.Student
overnrnent, JUNDOR STAFF is here
Call 656-2195 with questions
%=

j
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
Pump-It-Up Fridays! Every
Friday before home games come
join the fun and get pumped up for
the game. The first party is Sept.
21, 12:00-3:00 p.m. at Union
Plaza. Disk jockey Mark Burns
will be cranking the tunes, and a
dunking booth will be stocked
full of Appalachian State fan lookalikes. Discover hidden talents at
the talent show, and check out all
the banners displayed for the
banner contest. Prizes and
coupons will be given away to
lucky contestants and attendees.
The cheerleaders will also be there
to boost spirits and help send off
those Tigers in style. Music,
Entertainment, Pizza, Ice Cream,
Prizes...Pump-It-Up Fridays...
Don't miss it! GO TIGERS!
Today is the last day to register
for the 1st Annual Constructors
Guild Golf tournament, to be held
in Anderson at Cobbs Glen Golf
& Racquet Club on Oct. 5 $55.00
covers all fees and BBQ. Prizes to
be given away include a 1990
Chrysler Le Baron convertible.
Contact Pat Durham. Dept. of
Building Science, Rm.125, Lee
Hall, or call 656-3917.
Chronicle Submissions: Art,
Poetry, Short Fiction. Deadline
Oct. 1. Send submissions for
autumn issue to: Box 2187
University Station. Call 656-2833.
Chronicle Staff Elections.
Positions available: Features
Editor, Office Manager,
Promotions Director, Advertising
Manager. Sept. 26, 9:00 p.m. in
Room 200 Fike.
The Clemson Sports Car Club
will meet Monday, Sept. 24 at
7:00 in the Jordan Room. All
members and anyone interested
in anything automotive is urged
to attend. Questions? Call Scott at
882-6453 or David at 654-7138.
Invitations are now being sent
to all eligible juniors and seniors
for membership in Golden Key
National Honor Society. To be
eligible, a candidate must have
completed at least 60 credit hours
and have a minimum GPR of 3.3.
If you meet these requirements
and do not receive an invitation
by Oct.l, please call Dr. Brad
Russell at 656-3100 or Dave
Garrison at 654-9224.
Clemson University's Wellness
Center is issuing the "Slim-Down
Challenge" to all faculty, staff and
students from Sept. 24 to Nov. 2.
This six-week weight loss
program is a competition among
teams of five people who will lose
as much weight as they can during
this period. Points will be given
for the amount of exercise done
each week, pounds lost and weight
maintenance if a team member
reaches his standard weight before
the end of the six weeks. The
points will be tallied at the end of
the period, and a winner declared.
The competitors in the last
challenge lost a total of more than
600 pounds. Teams can register at
the Nursing Center Sept.24, 8:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m., and Sept. 25,

1:30-4:30 p.m. Registration fees
are $5.00 per person and $25.00
perteam. Starting Sept. 27, weekly
weight loss seminars will be held
at noon on Thursdays. The final
weigh out will be held Nov. 2. For
more information, call Alexander
at 656-5479.
Rape Crisis Council is looking
for new volunteers. If interested,
please attend our meeting Sunday
night, Sept. 30, at 7:00 p.m. The
meeting will be at the Counseling
Center (next to Redfern). For more
information call 858-4139 or 6533833.
Applications are now available
for scholarships to be awarded to
undergraduate students during the
Make-up Scholarship period for
the 1990-91 academic year. The
deadline to apply is Nov. 1.
Applications are available in the
Financial Aid Office located in
G-01 Sikes Hall. Students who
previously
applied
for
scholarships for the 1990-91
academic year by the Mar. 1,
deadline, will automatically be
considered and need not re-apply.
To be considered for need-related
scholarships a Financial Aid Form
should be submitted at least four
weeks prior to the Nov. 1, deadline
to allow ample time for
processing. Students who have a
current Financial Aid Form on
file at Clemson University are not
required to resubmit.
Female Juniors- Unlimited
travel opportunities, challenge,
poise and self confidence can be
yours. Excellent salary equal to
your male peers. As an Officer in
the Marine Corps, you can gain
invaluable experience while
traveling the world over. Work in
the company of true professionals
in an exciting career where you'll
be
respected for your
accomplishments. To receive
additional information, call Capt.
Gilchrist collect at (803) 2569015.
Toastmasters International, the
communications and leadership
organization, meets every
Thursday at 6:00 p.m. in Riggs
101. Toastmasters seeks to
improve communication skills
through practical speaking
experience. All interested are
welcome.

for sale
For Sale: Baseball, football and
basketball cards. Call Dean at 6549240 or write Box 2002 for price
list
For Sale: A brand new Honda
Elite motor scooter. Never been
driven. Won't last long. Call
immediately! Ask for Jacque 6463209. $875.
Yard Sale: Saturday, Sept. 22.
310 Karen Drive in Seneca. Take
Walnut Street off 123 and follow
yard sale signs. Furniture, pictures,
linens and household goods. 8:00
a.m. until.

help wanted
Classic Photo-Needs a part time
clerical worker. Monday-Friday,
noon to 5:00. Looking for an
organized,
self-motivated
individual. Prefer computer
experience. Transportation
required. Please call 654-8019.
Is It True....Jeeps for $44.00
through the U.S. Gov't? Call for
facts! 504-649-5745 EXT. S5987.
Easy Work! Excellent pay!
Assemble products at home. Call
for information. 504-641-8003
EXT. 5987.
Hundreds Weekly! (P/T)
Completing MIP Refund Pollices.
U.S. Government Program. Call
1 -713-292-913124 hour recorded
message. Please have pen ready.

Tuesday, Sept. 25, at 7:30 p.m.
For information call 855-5733.

Gamma Phi's- get psyched for
Wednesday night's Crush Party!

$1,000 Scholarship, Tuition
Assistance.
Summer
Employment. Available to
minority freshman through the
Marine Corps PLC program. For
a chance to earn the title "Officer
of Marines", contact Captain
Gilchrist at 256-9015/16.

McKayla-Are you happy with
yourself? Thought so! SoMSBTS
isn't true- huh? Love, Kell.

STUDY ABROAD IN
AUSTRALIA- Information on
semester, summer, J-term,
Graduate, and Internship
programs. All run under $6,000.
Curtin University at 1-800-8783696.

personals
Amy-Good Luck in the
Homecoming pageant. Love, the
sisters of Gamma Phi Beta.

Addressers
wanted
immediately! No experience
necessary. Excellent pay! Work
athome. Call toll-free: 1-800-3953283.

Best Fund-raiser on Campus!
Looking for fraternity, sorority or
student organization that would
like to earn $500-$ 1,000 for a one
week on-campus marketing
project. Must be organized and
liard working. Call Lisa G. at (800)
592-2121.

FAST
FUND-RAISING
PROGRAM: $1,000 in just one
week. Earn up to $ 1,000 for your
campus organization. Plus a
chance at $5,000 more! This
program works! No investment
needed. Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext.50.

Makin'it great!"

Sheri—you better make up your
mind!
Ray—Your letter was really
crazy. I still love you anyway.
Josh is coming(Good for him)

5iff

jUse This Coupon to Get Up to 3
Medium Pepperoni or Other Single
Topping Pizzas for Just $5.99 Each.
Coupon valid only at the Pizza Hut®
Restaurant in Clemson. Expires Sept. 20,
1990.
Dine in / Carry out 654-8692
Delivery 654-8646

-Hut.
Makin' it great!"
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$5.99

One coupon per person per visit, not valid with other coupons or offers,
additional toppings at regular price. 1/20 cent cash redemption value.
© 1990 Pizza Hut. inc., Makin' it great! is a registered trademark of Pizza Hut.

Why Rent? Homes for $1.00,
Repos.' Government give away
programs! For more information.
Call 504-649-0670 EXT. R-5987

Use This Coupon to Get Up to 3
Pepperoni Personal Pan Pizzas® for Just
$1.29 each! Or Get Our Supreme
Personal Pan Pizza® for $1.79! Coupon
Valid Only at the Pizza Hut® Restaurant
in Clemson.
Carry Out Phone 654-8692

miscellaneous
Lost: 9/18/90 Several keys on
chain with initials "JBS" tooled
on leather. Lost between Trustee
house and Student Union Building
or Game Room. Return to John
Simmons in Game Room, Reward
$10.00. Call collect 225-7449.

Plra
4lut

Need information on T.B.S.P
Financial analysis software for
I.B.M. or Mac. 858-7393.
Lesbian/Gay Support Group of
the Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship of Clemson meets

Lynn- we are going to have a
blast next weekend at Wofford.
Watch out for C the B.

Announcing
The Fabulous
Pepperoni
Pizza Sale.

PART-TIME- Earn easy extra
money. A must is positive feelings
for Lesbians/Gays and their
Friends/Families.
Write
Reebekka. P.O. Box 76087
Atlanta, GA. 30358.

Classic Photography has
immediate
openings
for
photographers. 35mm. experience
helpful. Transportation a must!
Flexible hours! Good pay! Call
654-8019 Monday-Friday, 12:005:00.

Brent, Kerry, and Susan-Sorry
for decreasing the "Fun Factor"
by falling off the mountain! I'm
glad we all still had a "dye-wit"
time in Sixty-nine, N.C. Love,
Kell.

Makin' it grcatl*
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$1.29

One coupon per person per visit, not valid with other coupons or offers.
Personal Pan Pizza® available 11:00 am to 4 Pm Mon. - Sat.. Coupon expires
Sept. 22.1990. Personal Pan Pizza is a registered Trademark of Pizza Hut. Inc.
1 /20 cent cash redemption value. ©1990 Pizza Hut, Inc.
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